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Abstract

This thesis discusses among the modeling and the design methodology of on-chip high-perfbrmance

interconnection. Due to the advances in LSI fabrication process, chip performance is continuously

improving. As the performance of LSIs improves, on-chip signaling h.as been becoming a bottleneck

of the whole chip performance. The performance of on-chip interconnects has been discussed but the

main focuses are the signal propagation delay and the power dissipation. On the other hand, multircore

architecture is considered to be a mainstream of high-performance microprocessor design. Network-

on--Chip (NoC) is also discussed. NoC is an architecture integrating a network of processors into

a single chip. According to these technology trends, the throughput of on-chip interconnection is

becoming an important metrics in circuit design. The core components of on-chip signaling are a

driver, a receiver and an interconnect. In this research, modeling and performance estimation methods

for each component are proposed.

   First, a parameter extraction from a physical structure of on-chip interconnects is discussed. Con-

ventionally, on-chip interconnects are modeled by a lumped RC model. However as the operating

frequency becomes higher, the inductance of on-chip interconnects become significant. Ib evaluate

such interconnect characteristics, return current distribution is a crucial problem. In LSIs, huge amount

of interconnects are integrated and it is difucult to specify return paths from those wires. This thesis

proposes a screening method to select wires that have to be considered as return path. Conventionally,

only the parallel wires are considered as the candidate of return path. This research evaluates the in-

terconnect characteristics by real-chip measurement and field-solvers. Experimental results reveal that

wide and dense orthogonal wires such as powetiground rails can be return paths and affect the inter-

connect characteristics. The effk)ct of silicon substrate is also discussed. Modeling of lossy substrate is

one of the difficulties in modeling on-chip interconnects. This research shows that the powetiground

wires interrupt the coupling between the signal interconnects in upper layers and the substrate. From

the measurement results, the effect of lossy substrate is negligible if there are poweofground grid in the

lower interconnect layer.

   Next, an interconnect modeling method is proposed. The characteristic of on-chip interconnects

depends on the frequency due to the skin-effect, the proximity-effect and the return current distribution.

Interconnect models that can treat frequency-dependence are already developed. On the other hand, a

conventional frequency-independent model is used in the early stage of the circuit design. Therefore

improving the accuracy of the conventional frequency-independent model is important issue as well

as developing the frequency-dependent models. This thesis proposes a method to determine a single

extraction frequency based on the transfer characteristics of transmission-lines.

   Then an analytical performance estimation of on-chip interconnects is proposed. In interconnect
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design, there are trade-offs among the interconnect length, operating frequency and the attenuation

of the interconnect. This research approximates the waveform on on-chip transmission-lines by a

piecewise-linear (PWL) waveform model, By deriving the eye-opening analytically, the proposed

method provides trade-off curves among design parameters and indicates in which region the single-

end transmission-line or the differential pair should be used.

   A driver and a receiver circuit also play an important role in on-chip signaling. The driver and

the receiver circuits are roughly classified into static CMOS inverters and current--mode logic (CML)

buffers. Impedance matching is a common practice in the driver design. This research proposes a

driver sizing for static CMOS drivers. The proposed method considers the loss of transmission-lines

and improves the signal propagation delay by using a stronger driver than the impedance-matched

driver. Then a performance estimation of CML buffers is proposed. The proposed method focuses the

pole frequency and estimates the maximum operating frequencY.

   By merging the analytical performance estimation of.on-chip interconnects and the perfbrmance es-

timation of drivetireceiver circuits, this thesis proposes a performance estimation of high-Speed signal-

ing systems composed with a driver, an interconnect and a receiver. The contributi6ns of the proposed

method are perfbrmance estimation and trade-off analysis between single-end signaling and differential

signaling in the early stage of circuit design. The proposed method is also applicable to performance

prediction in future fabrication process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 On-chip interconnects in high-performance LSIs

Due to advances in LSI (Large Scale Integration) fabrication technology, the operating frequency and

the functionality of LSI chip is increasing. Reference [3] reports a multi-core processor that integrates

234 million transistors on a 15mm square chip with the operating frequency of 4.6GHz. A roadmap

predicts that the global clock frequency will be 9.5GHz at 201O [4]. A big challenge in this era is high-

gpeed and large capacity signal transmission and long-distance interconnects are considered to be the

bottleneck of the whole system. The perfbrmance of whole chip strongly depends on the pgrformance

Df transistors and that of interconnects as well. The performance of transistors continuously.improves

as the fabrication process scales. Howev. er the performance of metal interconnects does not improve

arastically compared with that of transistors. Therefore the design of on-chip interconnects has become

a crucial problem in high-performance LSIs.

  This section introduces the issues of on-chip interconnection.

1.1.1 Performancetrendandtheinterconnectbottleneckproblem

:onventionally, the chip performance is limited by the performance of transistors. However the per-

'ormance of transistors improve rapidly by technology scaling. On the other hand, the performance of

)n-chip interconnects does not improve much by technology scaling. Copper wire and low-k dielectrics

iave been introduced to improve the performance by decreasing the resistance and the capacitance, but

hese are not conclusive solution because the physical structure cannot be changed drastically. There-

'ore in the near future, the performance of on-chip interconngcts limits the whole chip performance.

;igure 1.1 is a performance trend of gate delay and interconnect delay predicted by Ref. [4]. In this

)rediction, The interconnect Iength of Metal 1 wire is assumed to be scaled as the technology scaling

md that of global wire is assumed to be a constant because the chip size is considered not to be scaled

n the future. From Fig. 1.1, the gate delay and the RC delay of Metal 1 wire decreases as technology

:caling whereas the delay of the global wiring increases. Repeater insertion can mitigate the delay but

;onsume power and chip area. From this trend, global wiring becomes a bottleneck in the near future.

  The main cause of the interconnect bottleneck problem is scaling down of the interconnect size. As
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Figure 1.1: Delay for Metal 1 and global wiring versus feature size.

decreasing the width and the spacing of interconnect, the resistance and the capacitance increases and

thus the RC delay increases. The RC delay can be kept by keeping the size of interconnects, however

the required number of interconnects increases as the system integration progresses. Therefore the

interconnect bottleneck is considered as a critical problem in future LSIs.

   Moreover, Ref. [1] reports that the effective resistivity will increase due to the effect of barrier

metal and the electron scattering at the surface and the sidewall of wire. Barrier metal is a coating of

the copper metal to prevente copper atoms penetrating into the dielectric. The predicted resistivity is

shown in Fig. 1.2. Considering these effects, the performance of on-chip interconnects degrades and

the bottleneck problem becomes more serious. Therefore the breakthrough of this problem has been a -

hot topic.

1.1.2 Transmission-lineeffbct

As the frequency of a signal that propagates through interconnects becomes higher, the effect of the

inductance becomes significant. Also, by fattening interconnects and using new wiring materials,

resistance is decreased and becomes comparable to reactance [5]. Therefore high-performance inter-

connects, that-is, long fat and thick interconnects designed for high-speed signaling cannot be modeled

as the conventional RC interconnect model. On-chip high-performance interconnects are treated as the

RLC-model shown in Fig. 1.3.

   Figure 1.4 shows a waveform by lumped RC interconnect model and a waveform by distributed

RLC model. In the RLC-model, the signal propagates through the interconnect as electromagnetic

wave. The voltage changes stepwise because of reflection. The reflection causes overshoot, undershoot

and ringing problems. As shown in Fig. 1.4, transmission-line effects cause overshoot, undershoot and

ringing. In consequence, the signal propagation time and the signal transition time changes and the

voltage spike cause large crosstalk. Therefore it is necessary to consider transmission-Iine effect in

circuit design.
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Figure 1.5: Multi-layer on-chip interconnects.

Conditions that the consideratien of the inductance is needed

There are several methods to characterize the importance of transmission-line effect [5-7]. For exam-

ple, from Re£ [6], when an interconnect length l satisfy

                              ill'iJ =2tzEi `t` iill 'xllii, (i i)

transmission-line effect should be considered. Parameter t, is the transition time of an input pulse.

The lower limit is deeided by signal transition time. Equation (1.l) means if twice of time-of-flight

is smaller than the signal transition time, transmission-line effect could be ignored. The upper limit is

depends on the attenuation.

1.1.3 Parameterextractionofon-chipinterconnects

When on-chip interconnects are discussed, one of the diMculties is the modeling of on-chip induc-

tance. The interconnect characteristics depends on its physical structure, physical constants and the

frequency of the signal. In LSIs, interconnects are aligned in multi-layer as shown in Fig. 1.5. Fig-

ure 1.6 shows the parasitics ofmulti--layer interconRects. The interconnects have the resistance and the

self-inductance. There are coupling capacitances among the interconnects and the magnetic coupling

is modeled as the mutual inductances.. Due to the process scaling, on-chip interconnects are becom-

ing more thin, narrow and dense. In a 65nm process, the minimum wiring pitch of global wiring is

predicted to be 290nm. The small sectional area increases the wire resistance and the narrow spac-

ing between adjacent wires increases the coupling capacitance. As the operating frequency becomes

higher, the inductance also becomes significant and affegts the circuit behavior [5-8].

Fundamentals of return current distributien

In characteristic extraction, ground (GND) plays an important role. An on-chip powetiground net is

not the ideal supply and ground because it has non-zero impedance. Thereby the return current spreads

widely and varies depending on circuit behavior. As shown in Fig. 1.7 return current distribution

depends on the resistance of poweijground wires in low frequency. If the powetiground wires have the
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high

same resistance value, return current uniformly distributes. In high frequency, the inductive coupling

becomes significant and the return current concentrates to the nearest powetiground wire as shown

in Fig. 1.8. The return current distribution strongly affects to the resistance value and the inductance

value [5,9].

   Figure 2.1 shows a frequency characteristic of return current distribution. The y-axis is the return

current of each ground wire when the signal wire is excited by a lmA AC current source. The inter-

connect structure is shown in Fig. 2.1. There is a 1ptm width signal wire and five ground wires are

located with the pitch of 10um in the same layer with the signal wire. The resistance and the induc-

tance are extracted by a field-solver [1O]. At low frequency, the same amount of return current flows in

each ground wire because, in this case, the resistances of all ground wires are the same. As frequency

becomes higher, return current concentrates to the closest ground wire (Gl) because the reactance

dominates the resistance. At near 100GHz, the return current distribution saturates to the distribution

that is determined by the reactance only. Please note that all the return current does not concentrate to

the nearest interconnect no matter how high frequency is. . .
   As the return current distribution changes, the loop resistance and the loop inductance of the inter-

connect also vary depending on frequency. The variations of the loop resistance and the loop inductance

are shown in Figure 1.1O. The interconnect structure is the same as Figure 2.1. As frequency becomes

higher, the return current concentrates to the closest ground wire, as shown in Figure 2.1･. Therefore

the loop resistance becomes higher and the loop inductance becomes $maller. Skin effect and proxim-

ity effect are also important factors that make the interconnect impedance frequency-dependent. The

frequency dependence by the return current with and without the skin effect and proximity efEect are

compared. At high frequency, the resistance increases drastically by skin effect. However the decrease
in inductance caused by skin and proximity effects is smaller than that caused by the return 6urrent con-

centration. In low frequency region, the skin-effect is negligible and it does not abect the return current

distribution. At high frequency, skin-effect becomes significant. When skin-effect is significant, the

return current distribution depends on the inductance of interconnects. Skin-effect decrease inductance

but the variation of inductance value is small. Therefore skin-effect does not affect the return current
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distribution also in high frequency region. The assumption that the return current disnibution can be

estimated without large accuracy degradation is valid even if ignoring the skin effect and the proximity

effect.

Number of IYG wires and extraction accuracy

As mentioned in Reference [9], the number of powetiground wires considered in extraction affects the

inductance value. This is because the return current distribution is different from the actual one if only

few powetiground wires are considered. Figure 1.11 shows the number of ground wires considered

versus the extraction error at 100GHz. The extracted value with 25 ground wires is assumed as a cor-

rect value, and Y:-axis shows the error from the correct value. Figure 1.1 1 indicates that the extracted

value only with the nearest ground contains more than 30% error. Return current is frequently misun-
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derstood such that all current flows in the nearest ground wire at high frequency. However Figure 1.1 1

demonstrates that considering only the nearest ground causes extraction error even at high frequency

such as 100GHz.

   Figure 1.1 1 indicates that several ground wires have to be considered for accurate RL extraction.

There is a large error when only few ground wires are considered. As the number of ground wires

considered becomes larger, the extracted RL values approach to the accurate value. However, tens or

hundreds of ground wires have to be solved to obtain the accurate RL values. Therefore it is generally

diMcult to predict how much error is included in the extracted RL values with limited number of PIG

wires. Moreover, the on-chip interconnect structure is complicated. There are very wide powetiground

wires and sometimes shielding wires are located to prevent crosstalk. In lower layer, huge amount of

narrow PIG wires are aligned. Those interconnects have different width, thickness and length as shown

in Fig. 1.5.

Effect of Iossy substrate

Additionally, the current path is provided by metal wires. In digital circuits, heavily doped silicon

is used for the substrate. Heavily doped silicon has conductivity and the conductivity stabilizes the

electric potential of the substrate. On the other hand, lossy substrate affects the characteristics of the

interconnects because return current andlor eddy current fiow through the lossy substrate [1 1-13]. All

these factors can be considered by performing a real-chip measurement or numerical evaluation by 3D

field-solvers. However a chip measurement and a 3D numerical simulation require much time and cost.

rlb achieve eflicient extraction, it has to be known in which situatiQn each factor should be considered.

1.1.4 Frequency-dependenceofinterconnectcharacteristics

In Ref. [14], the necessity of frequency-dependent model is discussed. Reference [14] compares a

frequency-dependent model with an equivalent circuit extracted at DC from viewpoint of signal delay,
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 crosstalk noise and so on. The interconnect structures that Ref. [14] discusses have weak frequency

 dependence, and hence the authors conclude that DC extraction is good enough for signal delay eval-

 uation. However in actual chips, there are wide interconnects whose frequency dependence becomes

 significant in lower frequency of 1 to 2 GHz. Experimental results show' that DC extraction causes

considerable error for such interconnects. As for crosstalk noise, Ref. [14] reports that frequency

dependent model is necessary. However the authors examine only DC extraction and frequency depen-

dent model. Therefore it is not clear whether crosstalk can be estimated using a certain representative

frequency for RLC extraction. And it concludes that DC extraction is enoUgh for signal delay, but

frequency-dependent model is required for noise estimation. When frequency-dependence is weak,

DC extraction is enough. But in case that interconnect characteristics vary in' more low frequency, e.g.

1 or 2GHz, DC extraction may cause error. Furthermore, in Ref. [14], only frequency-dependent model

and DC extraction are discussed and the representative frequency is not discussed. Crosstalk noise is

also discussed and it is shown that the proposed method can estimate crosstalk noise well.

   Frequency-dependence of interconnect characteristics is mainly caused by skin- and proximity-

effect and return current distribution. The characteristics variation is strongly related with the inter-

connect structure as well as the frequency. Skin- and proximity-effects are remarkable on wide and

thick interconnects because skin depth becomes comparable to the interconnect size in relatively lower

frequency.

   Figure 1.12 shows an example of resistance and inductance characteristics. The resistance and

inductance values are calculated by a field-solver [15]. The assumed interconnect structure is co-planar,

and the width of the signal line is 4vttm, the width of the ground line is 1 Qptm and their spacing is 2itLm.

In this case, the resistance increases by 38% from DC to 10GHz, and the inductance decreqses by 14%

from DC to 10GHz. The resistance and the inductance start changing at relatively low frequency of

1 to 2GHz, and thus frequency-dependence is not negligible to model interconnects in current high-

performance circuits anY longer.
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Impact ef frequency-dependence on signal waveform

Generally, interconnects in LSIs are expressed by lumped RLC for circuit design. As explained in

the previous section, the frequency-independent RLC ladder circuit in Fig. 3.1 is used to model on-

chip interconnects. A number of frequency-dependent models are proposed [16-18]. In this chapter,

the model of Ref. [18] is considered as a golden frequency-dependent model. It is implemented in a

circuit simulator [19] as w-element model. Although frequency-dependent models such as Ref. [18]

can provide accurate waveforms, the frequency-dependent model does not tell the designers which

frequency component is important in circuit design. Conversely, if it is known which frequency com-

ponent dominantly forms and affects the waveforms at the far-end, frequency-independent model is

available. However the frequency spectrum spreads widely and depends on circuit behavior and in-

terconnect characteristics, and hence it is diMcult to specify the most representative frequency from

the frequency spectrum. The goal of this research is to determine the representative frequency for

modeling interconnects at a single frequency.

   Figure 1.13 shows the impact of frequency-dependence on transient analysis. The simulated circuit

is shown in Fig. 1.13. The interconnect shown in Fig. 1.12 is driven by a voltage source and a resistor

Rd that correspond to a CMOS driver whose output impedance is 1509. The solid line labeled "FD"

shows the voltage waveform at the far-end by the frequency-dependent model. In this paper, "FD" is

used as the abbreviation of "Frequency-Dependent model". The dashed lines labeled "DC" and "fgig"

are the results of frequency-independent models shown in Fig. 3.1. "DC" means the RLC ladder model

extracted at DC, and "Jkig" corresponds to RLC extraction at the significant frequency. The number of

ladder is 51. As you see, both waveforms of the conventional frequency-independent models ("DC"

and "nig") are far from that of frequency-dependent model ("FD"). In the signal pfopagation delay time

and the signal transition time (from O.2V to O.8V), the errors of "DC" are -28% in delay and -13% in

transition time. The errors of "Aig" are 19% in delay and 10% in transition time. When the resistance

R and the inductance L are extracted at DC, the extracted resistance is too low, and, the resistance

extracted at significant frequency is too high. From the above observations, it is expected that a certain

frequency between DC and significant frequency provides the waveforM that is close to the 'waveform

of the frequency-dependent model. If the representative frequency can be determined systematically,

interconnects can be modeled by a single frequency. In the folldwing section, the way to determine the

representative frequency to model interconnects at a single frequency is discussed.

1.1.5 [Ilerminationofinterconnects

Generally, the termination of on-chip interconnects are the input capacitance of the receiver circuit.

The input capacitance of CMOS circuits is negligibly small and the termination can be considered as

open-ended. However for high-speed signaling, resistive termination is used to achieve impedance

matching and suppress the multiple reflection. The effects of resistive termination are explained.

Signal waveform

The effect of resistive termination on the signal waveform is demonstrated. Conventionally, the signal

waveform swings from ground level to the supply voltage because on-chip interconnects are open-
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shown in Fig. 1.12, Rd = 1509)

(interconnect structure is

ended lines. By using resistive termination, the amplitude of the signal waveform becomes smaller

than the supply voltage. It may be a demerit but resistive termination improves the eye-diagram in high

bit rate region. Figure 4.9 is the eye-opening voltage versus the signal bit rate. The interconnect is a

co-planar structure and its characteristic impedance is 100S:!. The interconnect length is 10mm. , The

driver output impedance is adjusted to 1OOS:t. The supply voltage is IV In the case of the open-ended

transmission-line, the eye-opening at low bit rate is large and close to the supply voltage. However as

the bit rate becomes higher, the eye-opening degrades very rapidly. On the other hand, if the receiver

side of the interconnect is terminated by a 100S;lt resistor, about 100mV eye--opening is obtained at

1OOGbps signaling. Thus the resistive termination is necessary for high-speed signaling.

Power dissipation

The serious problem in using resistive termination is the increase of the static power dissipation. When

the resistor is connected between the signal line and the ground, static current flows through the termi-

nator. Figure 1.14 shows the energy per bit of 20Gbps signaling. The interconnect is 5mm long and

the characteristic impedance is 100Slt. The solid line is the simulation result of energy per bit when

the resistive termination is used. In Fig. 1.14, the energy per bit of open-ended line is shown by the

dashed-line. As shown in Fig. 1.14, resistive termination increases energy per bit. As the resistance of

terminator becomes small, the power dissipation increases. When the terminator achieves impedance

matching (1OOS;2), energy per bit increases by 38% from the case of open-ended.

   wnen a resistive termination is used, the energy dissipation increases as shown in Fig. 1.14. 0n

the other hand, resistive termination does not necessarily improve the eye-diagram. Therefore resistive

termination should be used carefully.
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1.1.6 On-chipbuffers

The driver and the receiver circuits are classified into static CMOS buffers and current-mode logic

(CML) buffk)rs. Static CMOS inverters are commonly used because of their advantages in power dis-

sipation. The static power dissipation of static CMOS inverters themselves is negligible if the leakage

current is small. Static CMOS inverters are also area-ethcient and are suitable for bus drivers [20].

Also, static CMOS inverters can realize the voltage swing from the ground level to the supply voltage

level. This means static CMOS inverters have a large noise margin. On the other hand, CML buffers are ･

used for high-speed signaling [21-25] CML buffers can operate at higher frequency and have toletance

to the common mode noise.

Static CMOS inverters

A conventional CMOS inverter is shown in Fig. 1.15 and its input-output characteristics is shown in

Fig. 1.16:- When the input voltage X. is at ground level, the pMOS pulls up the output voltage to the

supply voltage level. When the input voltage is raised and exceeds the logical threshold voltage, the

nMOS pulls the output voltage to the ground level. The static CMOS inverter is area--ethcient and the

static power dissipation is negligible if the leakage current is small. The large noise margin is also the

advantage of CMOS inverters. As shown in Fig. 1.16, CMOS inverters can swing the output yoltage

from the ground level to the supply voltage level. However CMOS invetters have some disadvantages.

One is the operating speed. CMOS inverters use a pMOS transistor to pull up the output voltage,

and the slower speed of a pMOS transistor than an nMOS transistor degrades the maximum operating

frequency. Sgcondly, CMOS inverters suffer from the crosstalk noise and ground bounce. When

switching, a CMOS inverter makes a current surge on the powetiground net.

   The design freedom of the static CMOS driver is the sizes of pMOS and nMOS transistors. As

the transistor size becomes large, large amount of current can flow through the transistors. A large

transistor improves the operating speed while it increases the power dissipation. At the same time, the
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Figure 1.15: Static CMOS inverter.
Figure 1.16: Transfer characteristics of static

CMOS inverter.

gate capacitanCe becomes large. The gate capacitance is usually a dominant part of the load capacitance

of the prior logic gates. Therefore the gate sizing is one of the important topics in LSI design [26, 27].

   As a driver of on-chip transmission-line, an important parameter is the output impedance. When

driving transmission-lines, the relationship between the output impedance and the characteri-stic impedance

of the transmission-line is important. In Section 5.2, a sizing method to drive on-chip transmission-

CML buffic)rs

'Ib achieve higher operating frequency, CML buffers have become a design option of drivetireceiver

circuits. Figure 1,17 shows a basic CML buffer. The CML buffer is based on the differential archi-

tecture. The main components of the CML buffer are two pull--up resistors RD, two nMOS transistors

for switching and a current source Il.ii. NMOS transistors control the current flow of each side of the

differential pair according to the differential input. CML buffers can operate in high frequency because

no pMOS transistor is used and the nMOS transistors are always in saturation･region. Figure 1.18

shows a transfer characteristic of the CML buffer. As the differential input (X.i - X.2) varies, each

output voltage varies from (VbD - RDL.ii) to the supply voltage VbD. Thus the range of the differential

output voltage (iV6,ti - V6,t2) is firom -RDL,ii to RD4.ii. By assigning each condition to O and 1, the

CML buffer can transmit differential signal.

   The CML buffer shown in Fig. 1.17 is the basic of diffkirential amplifier [28] and a design guideline

to use as a driver is already discussed [20]. From Fig. 1.17, design parameters of a CML buffer are the

pull-up resistance, nMOS transistor size and the bias cuirent.

   The pull-up resistance RD should be simply the same resistance as the characteristic impedance of

the transmission-line to achieve impedance matching.

   The size of the nMOS transistor is determined by the constraint of CML buffer operation. As shown

in Fig. 1.18, a certain input voltage is needed to swing the output voltage from (VbD - RD4air) to IibD.

When all of the bias current flows through either nMOS transistor, the output voltage swing reaches

RD4aii. From the square low of nMOS drain current, the relationship between the bias current and the
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Figure 1. 18: Transfer characteristics of CML dif-

ferential buffer.

minimum input voltage AVI., .i. is expressed by

                               Laii=S,ttcoxl!IIAviZ,min, ' .'. ' (i･2)

                                                            '
where u is the mobility, C.. is the gate capacitance par unit area, W and L are the gate width and the

gate length respectively. The mobility pt and the gate capacitance C.. are determined by the fabrication

process and the gate length L is set to the minimum value in the fabrication process. Therefore the

freedom in the nMOS transistor is only the gate width W. 'Ib drive the next stage, the output voltage ,

has to be 1arger than the minimum input voltage.

                                  AV6ut 2AVin, min･ (1 ･3)

From Eq. (1.2) and Eq. (1.3), The gate width VV is determined by

                                  w ;}r Jttilll.lilillll'i]ii ,･ (i･4)

Equation (1.3) is the lower limit of the output voltage. The upper limit of the output voltage depends on

the threshold voltage Vlh. For high-speed operation, nMOS transistors shQuld operate in the saturation.

From this constraint, the maximum output voltage is derived as [20]

                                 Vl,,,t=RDA,iisVlh. (1.s)
The last design parameter 4,ii is determined from the output voltage swing. The final stage of CML

driver has to drive the transmission-line and the receiver. In on-chip transmission-line, loss of the

transmission-line is not negligible. Therefore the lower bound of the output voltage AV6,t is larger than

the minimum input voltage of the receiver. By considering the attenuation in the transmission-line, the

output voltage AV2,,t is expressed by

                                Av6ut2AVInreceiver, min, (1 .6)
                                        exp(-al)

where ev and l are the attenuation constant and the length of the transmission-Iine respectively.
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1.1.7 Signalingschemestoimprovetheperformanceofon-chipcemmunication

As mentioned above, interconnect bottleneck is becoming a serious problem. Conventionally, repeater

insertion is a common method to reduce the interconnect delay [26], As the required performance

increases, several high-performance on-chip communication is developed [29-33]. As a result, options

in interconnect design are increasing, e.g., single-end or differential signaling, static CMOS logic or

current mode logic, and many special techniques such as wave pipelining. Designers have to choose

the best suite from those design options. However there are a Iot ofmetrics such as latency, throughput,

interconnect resource and power. Trade-off among these metrics should be considered in circuit design.

1.2 Survey of related works

This section introduces related works to distinguish the contributions of this thesis.

  1.2.1 Modelinganddesignofen-chipinterconnects

  One of the'research category about on-chip interconnect is parameter extraction. In low frequency

  and short interconnects, inductance is negligible and capacitance is an important parameter. Analytical

  methods to extract capacitance from the structure of interconnects are proposed [34, 35]. However

  analytical methods can be applied to limited 'structures, thus field-solvers are developed to treat general

  structures [15, 36]. As the operating frequency becomes higher, the effect of inductance becomes

  significant [5-7,37,38] and inductance extraction and modeling methods are discussed [17,39Zl6]. In

  high frequency, resistance also changes according to skin- and proximity-effect [16, 47]. For an on-

  chip interconnect structure, partial-element equivalent-circuit (PEEC) model [48] is suitable and PEEC

  based methods and field-solvers are developed [10, 15].

     In resistance and inductance extraction, return current distribution is a crucial problem [49-51].

  Especially return current distribution is complicated in on-chip interconnects because there are no

  robust ground wires. Therefbre in LSIs, return current spreads frorr} adjacent interconnects to distant

  powetiground wires and the current distribution depends on the frequency. References [9, 52] points

  out the efliect of the return current distribution on the accuracy of extraction and the impact on time-

  domain waveform. In high frequency above GHz, the effect of silicon substrate becomes important

  as well as metal wires [1 1-13, 53-59]. Orthogonal interconnects that are ignored so far also affect the

  interconnect characteristic [60,61]. Tb analyze such factors more accurately, 3D field solvers that solve

  Maxwell equations are developed [62].

     How to model extracted characteristics is also an important issue [631. Due to the skin- and

  proximity-effect and return current distribution, the characteristics of on-chip interconnects depends

, on frequency. The interconnect model which can treat the frequency-dependence is necessary for exact

  circuit simulation and several methods are developed [14, 17, 18, 64,65]. However the conventional

  frequency-independent model has an advantage that a number of design methods and techniques have

  developed so far. Therefore improving the modeling accuracy of the frequency-independent model is

  also important to circuit design. ,
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1.2.2 Driverandreceiverdesignforhigh-speedsignaling

On-chip drivers and receivers are roughly classified into static CMOS logic and current mode logic

(CML).
   In the case of the static CMOS driver, impedance matching between the output impedance of the

driver and the characteristic impedance of the transmission-line is a common practice [26, 66-70].

Impedance matching avoids multiple reflection and minimizes the voltage overshoot. However in

on-chip transmission-lines, the attenuation is significantly strong and the signal amplitude decreases

while propagating. In Section 5.2, a method that improves signal propagation delay by considering the

attenuation of transmission-line is proposed. The proposed method in Section 5.2 realizes the signal

propagation in the velocity of electromagnetic wave.

   On the other hand, a CML driver and receiver are used fbr high-speed signaling. CML is originally

used in bipolar logic [71-73] and it is not common in CMOS circuits because CML requires static

current flow and the power dissipation is larger than that of static CMOS logic. However to achieve

high-speed operation, CML has become a choice even in CMOS circuits. CMOS CML is mainly
used for clock distribution, high-speed data transmitter, multiplexer and demultiplexer [21-25,74-76].

Several design guidelines are proposed [20]. However in Ref. [20], only the signal propagation delay

is focused. The trade-off among the delay, bandwidth and power dissipation is not discussed well.

Section 5.4 proposes a design guideline of CMOS CML drivetireceiver focusing the bandwidth.

   As a technique to improve the performance of the driver and the receiver, pre-emphasis and equal-

ization are common for the transmitter and the receiver of ethe,rnet, optical cable and so [77]. These

techniques are also discussed for on-chip communication [33,78]. However for on-chip interconnec- ･

tion, the pre-emphasis and equalization are considered not to be efficient [33]. Thus this thesis focuses

the fundamental driver and receiver circuits.

1.2.3 Signalingmethodsforon-chipintercennection

Conventionally, design of long distance signaling is discussed from the viewpoint of the signal propa-

gation delay. A common technique to decrease delay is repeater insertion. The delay in interconnects

is proponional to the product of the resistance and the capacitance [79]. Thus the delay is proportional

to the square of the interconnect length.: Repeater insertion technique decreases the delay by dividing

the long interconnect. A repeater insertion considering the inductance is also proposed [6].

   As growing the system integration, on-chip global interconnects becomes the serious bottleneck

of the system performance. In high-performance chips, large capacity and high throughput on-chip

interconnection is necessary [80, 81]. The architecture of microprocessors is becoming multi--core

architecture [3]. Network-on-Chip (NoC) that integrates micronetwork on a chip is also discussed

[82]. In this era, the communication among cores and functional blocks is one of the big challenges.

Tb breakthrough the interconnect bottleneck, several methods have been proposed. One approach

is improving the the performance and the reliability of on--chip bus by the signal coding [83-87].

The other approach is developing alternative signaling methods. References [29,31] propose wave-

pipeline for on-chip communication. Wave-pipeline improves the throughput by sending signals in

shorter period than the system clock. A method to propagate signal at the velocity of light [32] and

signaling by short pulse [30, 88] are also proposed. Reference [89] discusses the limitation of the bit
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rate capacity of metal interconnects. On-chip optical interconnects are discussed as a breakthrough of

the performance limitation [90-94]. Thus circuit designers have many choices in the design of on-chip

interconnection, for example, conventional repeater insertion, differential signaling with CML, special

method such as wave pipeline and so on. Each methods and techniques are discussed but it is not clear

in what situation each method should be used.

1.3 Contributions of this thesis

The goal of this research is providing a comprehensive design guideline for on-chip high-performance

interconnection. As described above, there are a number of diMculties in on-chip interconnect design:

One strongness of this thesis is the discussion based on real-chip measurements. The evaluation of the

interconnect characteristics is made by real chip measuremehts or simulations by field-solvers, which

verifies the correlation between the model and the phenomena in the real world. The other contribution

is trade-off analysis. -In circuit design, there are a number of trade-offs. By using simplified model,

this thesis provides trade-off analysis of on-chip interconnects and the on-chip driverlreceiver. The

proposed ･trade-off analyses enable to know which signaling method should be used or whether the re-

quired performance can be realized or not in the early stage of design fiow. The proposed performance

models also provide perfbrmance prediction in future process. This thesis is a comprehensive study of

on-chip interconnect design including discussion about the physical structure, interconnect modeling

fbr circuit design and the design guideline of on-chip signaling.

1.4 Organization of this thesis

This Section explains the organization of this thesis and the overview of each chapter. Chapter 2

discusses parameter extraction and clears which elements have to be considered. Next, a modeling

method fbr frequency-dependent interconnects is proposed in Chapter 3. Then Chapter 4 proposes

an analytical performance estimation of on-chip transmission-lines. In Chapter 5, buffer circuits for

the driver and the receiver of on-chip interconnects are discussed. Finally, Chapter 6 consolidates the

performance estimation method in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 and shows a performance estimation of

on-chip signaling system.

1.4.1 Modelingofon-chipinterconnects

Chapter 2 discusses the interconnect characteristic and the physical structure. There are three topics.

The first topic is return path selection. The return current distribution affects loop characteristic of

interconnects. Tb extract exact RL value, all of return paths have to be considered. However it is

impossible because there are huge number of PIG wires in LSIs. As more wires are considered, the

extraction accuracy improves but the extraction cost increases undesirably. Therefore necessary and

suMcient PIG wires have to be selected to perform accurate and eMcient RL extraction. However there

is no systematic method of return path selection. The proposed method focuses the energy dissipated

at IllG wires and utilizes it for screening return paths. Experimental results reveal that the proposed
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method enables accurate and computationally eMcient RL extraction with considering return current

distribution.

   The second topic is the effect of orthogonal interconnects. Conventionally, orthogonal intercon-

nects are not considered as a candidate of return path because magnetic coupling is weak. However

from real chip measurements and simulations by a field-solver, it is revealed that the wide and dense

orthogonal wires can be a path of current flow and the effect on the interconnect characteristics is not

negligible.

   The third topic is the effect of the substrate. A conducting substrate affects characteristics of on-

chip transmission line. However in many cases on actual chips, there are PIG wires between the signal

wire and the substrate that may shield the substrate coupling. Measurement and simulation results

of on-chip transmission-lines with narrow yet many powetiground wires in a lower layer are shown.

Experimental results show that narrow poweofground wires in a lower layer in parallel to 'the signal

wire, which are common in LSI power distribution network, shield substrate coupling and suppress

substrate loss. On the other hand, orthogonal powetiground wires in a lower layer hardly mitigate

substrate coupling.

1.4.2 Interconnect RL extraction at a single representative frequency

Chapter 3 discusses the modeling of on-chip interconnect. The extracted interconnect characteristics

have to be transformed to a model suitable for the circuit design. This chapter proposes a method to de-

termine a single frequency for interconnect RL extraction. Resistance and inductance of interconnects

depend on frequency, and hence the extraction frequency strongly affects the modelihg accuracy of in-

terconnects. The proposed method determines an extraction frequency based on the transfer character-

'istic of interconnects. By choosing the frequency where the transfer characteristic becomes maximum,

the extracted RL values achieve the accurate modeling of the waveform. It is experimentally verified

that the proposed method provides accurate transition waveforms over various interconnect topologies.

1.4.3 Analyticalperformanceestimationofon-chiptransmission-lines

Chapter 4 proposes an analytical performance estimation of on-chip interconnects. On-chip global

interconnects are considered to be a bottleneck of high-performance LSIs. However the limitation

of on-chip interconnects has not been examined sufficiently. This chapter proposes a perfbrmance

estimation of on-chip global interconnects based on derived analytic expressions and detailed circuit

simulation. Trade-off curves among bit rate, interconnect length, and eye opening both for single-

end and for differential signaling are derived. The results show that differential signaling improves

signaling performance several times compared with conventional single-end signaling.

   As an application of the analytical performance estimation, a design guideline for the resistive

termination of on-chip high-performance interconnects is proposed. Resistive termination for on-chip

interconnects is one of the fundamental techniques to achieve high-speed signal transmission on LSIs.

Resistive termination can improve the bandwidth of on-chip interconnects and the power dissipation.

Therefore a design guideline for resistive termination is necessary. This chapter proposes a method to

determine the termination of on-chip interconnects. The termination derived by the proposed method

provides minimum sensitivity to process variation as well as maximum eye-opening in voltage.
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1.4.4 Driver/Receiverdesignforhigh-speedsignaling

Chapter 5 discusses the driver and receiver circuit for on-Chip interconnects. First a transistor sizing for

static CMOS driver is proposed. Driver sizing to achieve impedance-matched with the interconnect is a

common method for transmission-line drivers･ However an impedance-matched driver has apossibility

to increase the signal propagation delay because of the strong attenuation of on-chip interconnects.

By taking the attenuation into consideration, the proposed tuning achieves signal propagation at the

velocity of electromagnetic wave.
   The latter part of this chapter, a design guideline for a CMOS CML driver is proposed. CML is

an architecture fbr high-speed operation and has been becoming an option of on-chip signaling. This

chapter proposes a bandwidth-driven design of a CML driver･ The proposed method focuses the pole

of the tapered driver and find the strong correlation with eye-diagram･ Analytical trade-off between the

bandwidth and the power dissipation is provided and it reveals the cost-performance ratio of increasing

the number of stages, The proposed method also provides perfbrmance prediction in future processes.

1.4.5 Designmethodologyofon-chiphigh-speedsignaling

Chapter 6 merges the proposed methods in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The consolidated method provides

the trade-off analysis between the interconnect length and the maximum bit rate. The performance

estimation indicates when the differential signaling with CML buffers is needed and what factor of sig.-

naling system limits the entire performance. The proposed method is based on the analytical methods

and it can predict the performance of signaling systeMs from a few parameters such as interconnect

length, attenuation, input pulse shape and so on･
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Chapter 2

Modeling of on-chip interconnects

2.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses how to model on-chip interconnects. Fundamentally, the factors that decide

the behavior of on-chip interconnects are the physical structure and-physical constants, e.g., width,

length, thickness, resistivity, permittivity and so on. In circuit design, the behavior of interconnects

has to be expressed by resistance R, inductance L, conductance G and capacitance C. As the operating

frequency increases, on-chip interconnects become to have significant effects on the whole chip perfbr-

mance. Therefore in high-perfbrmance design, accurate modeling of on-chip interconnects is needed.

Modeling error may cause crucial problems such as impedance,mismatch and estimation error in delay

and signal transition time. In this chapter, methods to achieve accurate interconnect modeling from the

structure and physical constants are discussed.

   Conventionally, on-chip interconnects are modeled by the resistance and the capacitance [79]. If

the skin-effect and proximity-effect is negligible, the interconnect resistance is determined by the area

of the cross section, the length and the resistivity. The capacitance depends on the spatial relationships

among adjacent interconnects and the analytical methods [34, 35] and field-solvers [15, 361 are devel-

oped to evaluate the capacitance value. The effects of the inductance have been ignored because the

reactance caL is much smaller than the resistance R when the operating frequency is in MHz region.

The shunt conductance is also jgnored because the dielectric loss tangent of the ILD (interlayer di-

electrics) is small. The typical ILD in LSI is silicon-dioxide and its dielectric loss tangent is O.OO068

that is thirtieth part of that Qf FR4. FR4 (Flame Retardant 'Ilype 4) is a resin commonly used for printed

circuit boards (PCB) and the dielectric loss tangent is O.02. According to advances in LSI fabrication

technology, the microprocessor operates in multi-GHz clock frequency. In such high-speed circuits,

the effect of on-chip inductance becomes significant and has a remarkable impact on circuit design e.g.

timing analysis and noise estimation [5-7, 95-97]. However it is hard to extract accurate inductance

of on-chip iRterconnects. When extracting inductance value, the current flow is important because the

inductance value is defined by current loop and magnetic flux. If there is a ground conductor whose

impedance can be approximated as zero, the signal wire and the ground conductor make a current loop

and the inductance can be easily defined. However in LSIs, the impedance of the poweefground wires

is not negligible and the current fiow depends on the circuit behavior. Moreover, the conductivity of
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 the silicon substrate of LSIs is typically 10 Slm and the substrate can be a current path. Therefore it

 is diMcult to specify the current loop in LSIs. This chapter has three major topics. The first topic is

 how many powetiground wires should be considered in inductance extraction. The second one is the

 current flow in the orthogonal interconnects. The last one is the effect of silicon substrate.

   Conventionally, RL extraction is performed vvith considering the nearest one or two PIG wires [5 1].

Extraction with one or two RIG wires assumes that the almost all of the return current concentrates to

the nearest IYG wires. This assumption is valid if wide powetiground wires are a(ljacent to the signal

wire. However in reality, the return current widely spreads even if the frequency is above multi-GHz.

Reference [9] points out the problem that the extraction ignoring the return current distribution causes

serious error in the extracted inductance value. The return current distribution has to be considered

when discussing high-performance interconnects [52]. However, there are tremendous number of ?IG

wires in LSIs. It is impossible to consider such huge number of wires because of the computational

cost. 'Ib perform accurate and quick extraction, RXG wires that contribute to dominant return current

have to be chosen. However no systematic selection method has been proposed so far.

   In Section 2.2, a rpethod to screen adequate PIG wires is proposed. As increasing the number of

IltfG wires in extraction, the extraction error decreases. Energy dissipation is used as an indicator to

decide how many, PIG wires should be considered. Experimental results show that the energy dissi-

pation of the modeled interconnect system correlates clQsely.with the extraction error. The proposed

method iteratively evaluates the energy dissipation as increasing the number of return-paths under con-

sideration. Experimental results show that the return-current distribution can be calculated without

considering skin-effect, which considerably helps to reduce computational cost to screen PIG wires.

The proposed method saves the unnecessary extraction cost imposed by the consideration Qf negligible

RIG wires, while maintaining the extraction accuracy since it indicates the necessary and suMcient EIG

wires with small additional computational cost.

   Section 2.3 discusses characteristics of on-chip interconRects with orthogonal powerlground wires.

Conventionally, orthogonal interconnects are not thought to affect inductance and resistance [5]. How-

ever recent designs have wide and dense powetiground wires to achieve robust power delivery. Ref-

erence {60] reports that orthogonal ground shields decrease shunt conductance and dispersion by

frequency-dependence of interconnect characteristics. However Ref. [60j analyzes a micro-strip struc-

ture that has a signal metal wire with a grounded substrate. This interconnect structure is hardly used

for on-chip interconnection, because there are grounded metal wires in parallel to the signal wire. Thus ,

it is not clear whether the orthogonal powerlground wires are negligible or not in on-chip interconnect

modeling. In this section, the interconnect characteristics are evaluated by real chip measurement and

field-solver. Experimental results show that the wide and dense orthogonal wires act as return paths

and affect the inductance value of the signal wire.

   Section 2.4 discusses the effect of silicon substrate. A conducting substrate is one of dithculties

in modeling on-chip interconnects. The effect of silicon substrate and its modeling are discussed so

far [1 1, 55, 98, 99]. Substrate coupling in a co-planar in.terconnect structure on resistive substrate has

been studied. However in real chips, there are other powetiground wires and signal wires between

the signal wire and the substrate. Reference [100] reports that interconnects in lower layers affect

the inductance of the transmission-line. The interconnects in lower layers are expected to shield the

coupling to the substrate. However the interconnects in lower layers have various dimension, direction
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and wire density. Therefore it is not clear which wires in lower layers shield substrate coupling. This

section reports the measurement results of transmission-lines with narrow ground wires in lower layer

which represent IYG wires of standard cells. Measurement results show the effect of substrate loss

depends on the structure of wires in lower layer. If the direction of ground wires in lower layer are

orthogonal to the signal wire, these orthogonal wires have no shielding effect and substrate loss is

significant. On the other hand, if the ground wires in lower layer are parallel to the signal wire,

substrate loss is suppressed. From the comparison with the result of numerical analysis by a 3D field

solver, -substrate loss is negligible when parallel ground wires exist in lower layer. The experimental

results reveal that considering parallel PIG wires in lower layer is important and substrate loss is not

significant if parallel PIG wires exist between transmission-lines and the substrate. The contribution of

this work is to show which wires in lower layer affect substrate coupling.

2.2 Return path selection for loop RL extraction

In this section, a method to select adequate wires for extracting the frequency characteristics is pro-

posed. First the problem discussed in this section is introduced. Then the proposed method is described

and experimental results are shown.

2.2.1 Effect of the skin-efu)ct on return current distribution

This section shows the effect of the skin-effect on return current distribution. As explained in Sec-

tion 1.1.3, return current distribution depends on the resistance and the inductance of wires. In high

frequency, the resistance and the inductance of each wire depends on frequency because of skin- and

proximity-effect. Figure 2.1 shows the return current distribution with and without the skin-effect.

The interconnect structure is the same as that of Fig. 1.9. In Fig. 2.1, the solid lines show the result

with considering skin- and proximity-effect. The dashed lines are that without considering skin- and

proximity-effect. As you see, the current distribution ignoring skin- and proximity-effect is almost the

same as the result with considering skin-- and proximity--effect. Therefore the current distribution can

be estimated without considering skin- and proximity-effect.

2.2.2 Indicatorforreturnpathselection

An indicator to figure which ground wires should be considered is proposed. The method proposed

in this section calculates the energy dissipated at the ground wires when a signal wire is excited. The

accurate estimation of the dissipated energy is a necessary condition that the return current distribution

is well estimated. In nature,.the loop current flows in the path where the dissipated energy becomes the

smallest. As.the number of ground wires increases, the freedom of the return current paths increases,

and hence the dissipated energy must decrease monotonously as the number of powetiground wires

increases. Finally the dissipated energy approaches to a certain value. Therefore the configuration of

ground wires whose energy dissipation is close to the saturated value corresponds to accurate return

current distribution.
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Figure 2.1: Return current distribution with and without skin effect.

   First, the PEEC model of the interconnects is evaluated. As mentioned in Sectiqn 2.2.1, skin

effect is ignored because skifi- and proximity-effects are secondary factors that determine return current

distribution and less important. The interconnect resistances are determined by interconnect length,

cross section and metal resistivity. The partial-selfinductance is determined similarly. The partial-

mutual-inductance between paired wires is determined by the positional relationship of the pair of

wires, Thus a PEEC model can be easily constructed by analytical methods [39].

   From the PEEC model, the resistance matrix and the inductance matrix are obtained and the return

current distribution can be calculated analytically. For low frequency region, ground wires are indexed

in the ascending order of resistance. For high frequency region, ground wires are indexed in order of

the distance from the signal wire, i.e., the closest ground wire to the signal wire is labeled 1 . The return

current flowing in the i-th ground is written as ii.

   Next, the energy dissipation at ground wires is calculated incrementally. At the beginning, the

proposed method evaluates the signal wire only with the closest ground wire. In this case, all return

current flows in the closest ground wire. Then the proposed method calculates the energy with two

ground wires. When the number of considered ground wires is n, the energy consumption is written as

U),･

                                        n
                                   'Un = ZRjfij,

                                         j
where Rf.i js the resistance of the J'-th ground wire. The difference of the energy is defined as

(2.1)

AUn "
Un-1 - Uh

Un-1
(2.2)

The difference AU. means the energy variation when n-th ground wire is added. If the difference AU.

becomes small, the extracted RL values are expected to converge to the accurate value. Therefore the

proposed method adds ground wires until the difference AU. becomes small enough. In extraction, the

proposed method uses the ground wire set that makes the difference AU. small enough.
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   As explained so far, return current flows such that the energy of the system becomes minimum.

Section 2.2.4 will show the experimental results and the results show that AU indicates the upper limit

of extraction error. 'Ib calculate AU, PEEC model has to be created at each time the number of ground

wires increases. However in the proposed method, AU is calculated ignoring the skin- and proximity-

effect. Ignoring the skin- and proximity-effect saves the extra computational cost to decide which

ground wires have to be considered. The computational cost will be discussed in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.3 Flow of the proposed method

In this section, a return path screening method is proposed. As discussed so far, several return paths

have to be considered for accurate RL extraction. The proposed method determines which ground

wires should be considered as return paths by evaluating the variance of the energy consumed at the

ground wires.

   As mentioned in Section 1.1.3, the return current distribution depends on frequency. Therefore the

contribution of each ground wire to return current path is also frequency dependent. In low frequency,

less resistive wires strongly affect the return current distribution. In high frequency, on the other hand,

ground wires that have strong inductive coupling with the signal wire have a great impact on return cur-

rent distribution. Therefore the return current distribution is frequency dependent aS shown in Fig. 2.1.

'Ib handle this frequency dependence, two configurations are merged; one is for low frequency, and the

other is for high frequency.

   The flow of the proposed method is summarized in Figure 2.2. rlhe proposed method increments

the number of considered PIG wires and judge whether enough PIG wires are selected or not bY the

value of AU. In the case of low frequency, the energy difference AUi by adding a ground wire in order

from low resistance wires to high resistance ones is evaluated. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, at the

low frequency the resistance of PIG wires is a dominant factor to the return current distribution and the

return current concentrates to low resistance wires. The inductances are ignored because the resistance

is much larger than the reactance. In the case of high frequency, the energy differepce AUi by adding a

ground wire in order from the wires that have the largest inductive coupling coeMcient k is e'valuated.

The inductive coupling coethcient is defined by M! VZ;Zil where M is the mutual-inductance, Li and

L2 are the selfinductance. The coupling coethcient depends on the geometry of two wires and easily

calculated from the inductance matrix of PEEC model. The resistances are ignored in high frequency

range because the reactance is much higher than the resistance. By combining these two sets, the

proposed method obtains an adequate ground wire set that can cover low to high frequency.

2.2.4 Experimentalresults

This section shows some experimental results to verify that the proposed method can select adequate

return paths. Then the computational cost of the proposed method is discussed. It is shown that the

calculation cost to select the return paths is much smaller than that of RL extraction.
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Figure 2.2: Flow of the proposed method.

Case of uniform interconnect structure

First, the case of a simple uniform ground wires is shown. The interconnect structure is the same as

that of Fig. 2.1. ,

   Figure 2.3 shows the extraction error and the proposed indicator AU in low frequency region, where

the resistance of wires is dominant to the retUrn current distribution. Fi gure 2.4 shows the result in high

frequency where the inductance is dominant to the return current distribution. In these figures, AZ is

shown for comparison. AZ is the loop impedance difference and it is defined by

                                        Z)t-1NZi
                                   AZh =                                                                               (2.3)
                                          4-i

as well as the energy difference AU. From Fig. 2.3, the indicator AU has strong relationship with

the extraction error. The extensive experiments show that the yalue of AU is the upper bound of the

estimation error in resistance and inductance, which means that the threshold value of AU can be set

while maintaining the required estimation accuracy. For example,.Fig. 2.3 shows that 10 ground wires

are needed for 10% error extraction. The real extraction error is 10% in loop resistance and 12% in

Ioop inductance when 10 ground wires are considered. The proposed indicator AU also provides a

good indication fbr error convergence in high frequency region. For example, Fig. 2,4 shows that 5

ground wires are enough to achieve 10% extraction error. The real extraction error is 5.3% in loop

resistance and 3.2% in loop inductance. The proposed method based on AU can select adequate return

paths. On the other hand, although the convergence tendency of AZ is close to the extraction error

and AZ could be used as an indicator, it is diMcult to set the threshold value, because the ratio of the

extraction error and AZ varies dr'astically.

   From Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4, which ground wires should be considered can be decided. If the re-

quired accuracy in extraction is 10%, the proposed method selects 10 ground wires. The frequency

characteristics considering 10 ground wires are shown in Fig. 2.5. In this result, skin-effect is ignored

to show the effect of the return current distribution clearly. The maximum error of the proposed method
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is 13% and it is close to the required accuracy. This result verifies that the proposed method realizes

the adequate return path selection.

   For comparison, the case that only the nearest ground is considered and the case that AZ is used as

the indicator are shown in Fig. 2.5. Figure 2.6 shows the selected wires by each selection method. In

Fig. 2.6, "Conventional" shows the result of the case that only the nearest ground wire is considered

as the return path. AZ shows the result when ground wires are selected until AZ becomes O.1. The

maximum error of the conventional method is 92% and that of AZ is 28%. The errors are much larger

than the result of the proposed method and this result confirms the necessary of considering the return

current distribution.

Realistic case

In real chips, the interconnect structure is a complicated 3D structure. A bus structure is assumed and

the cross section is shown in Fig. 2.7. There are 4xtm width ground wires at the pitch of 100ptm. These

wires represent RXG wires and shielding wires in bus structure. In the lower layer, there are orthogonal

interconnects but they do not affect return current distribution. In the further lower layer, 1ptm width

ground wires are located with the pitch of IQLtm. These width and pitch correspond to PIG wires in

stahdard cell.

   Figure 2.8 shows the relation between the number ofconsidered return paths and the extraction error

in low frequency region. Here the resistances of ground wires dominantly decide the return current

distribution, and the return current tends to flow in thick wires. Figure 2.8 shows the proposed AU

gives a good indication for error convergence. On the other hand, although the convergence tendency

of AZ is close to the extraction error and AZ could be used as an indicator, it is difficult to set the

threshold value, because the ratio of the extraction error and AZ varies in disorder. In addition, the

calculatioR of AZ requires more computation than thbt of AU, and hence the proposed method adopts
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AU as an indicator.

   Figure 2.9 shows the results in high frequency region. In high frequency region, the return current

distribution depends on inductive coupling. The return current concentrates to nearer ground wires.

Therefore the proposed method selects return paths from the nearest ground wire. By the case of

Fig. 2.7, the return current concentrates to the thin wires in lower layer. Figure 2.9 shows the conver-

gence of AU is close to the extraction error.

   Figure 2.10 shows the selected wires when the target AU is set to 1O% in Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9. In

Fig. 2.1O, `℃onveRtional" shows the result of the case that the nearest two ground wires are considered

as return paths. The conventional method selects 2 wires and the proposed method select 16 wires.

The extracted loop characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.1 1. The extraction error of the proposed method

is Iess than 10% and the error agrees with the required accuracy. The conventional method causes over

90% error in loop resistance and over 30% in Ioop inductance.
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Computational cost

The proposed method needs a certain extra cost to select return paths. The computational cost of

the proposed method is evaluated. Figure 2.12 shows the relation between the number of considered

wires and extraction cost. The interconnect structure is Fig. 2.7 and a field--solver [10] runs on a

750MHz SPARC workstation. The solid line is the extraction cost only, and the dashed line labeled

"extraction + return path selection" is the sum of the extraction time and the time to select return paths

by the proposed method. The dashed Iine labeled "increase of extraction time" shows the ratio of the

additional cost to the extraction cost. Figure 2.12 shows the extraction cost increases rapidly as the

number of wires increases. On the other hand, the additional cost by the proposed method is relatively

small and grows slowly as increasing the number of wires. This is because the proposed method

ignores skin-effect when it selects return paths. When the number of wires is large, the additional

cost by the proposed method is only several percent of the extraction cost. The extra cost to use

the proposed method is much smaller than the extraction cost with conservatively considering many

interconnects. wnen the number of wires is small, the ratio of the additioilal cost to the .extraction

cost may be over 30%. But in this case, the absolute value of the additional cost is several seconds at

most. From above discussion, the proposed method can select adequate return paths with negligible

additional computational cost.

2.3 Effect of orthogonal interconnects

In the previous section, parallel powetiground wires are discussed.

orthogonal interconnects on the characteristics of the sigRal wire.

This section discusses the effect of
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2.3.1 [Ibst structure

Figure 2.14 shows the structure of the evaluated interconnects. In the top layer, three wires form G-

S-G co-planar structure. The width of each wire is 4ftm and the spacing between wires is 2ptm. The

interconnect length is 80QLtm. In the lower layer, orthogonal wires are aligned and all orthogonal wires

are connected to the ground wire in the top layer. The width W and the Spacing S of the orthogonal

wires are changed. An indicator "density" is defined for the structure of the orthogonal wires. The

indicator "density" is expressed as W7(VV + S), which means the ratio of the area occupied by the

orthogonal wire.

2.3.2 Measurement and simulation results

Conventionally, the orthogonal wires are considered not to affect the inductance of the signal wire

because the magnetic coupling between the signal wire and the orthogonal wires is weak. However

when the frequency is high or the width of the orthogonal wires is large, the eddy current flows in

the orthogonal wires as shown in Fig. 2.14. The eddy current couples With the signal current and

affects the interconnect characteristics. Figure 2.15 shows the self-induetapce from the measurement

result of the test structure with W = S = 4Itm (density=50%). The solid-line labeled "Co--planar"

is the result without orthogonal wires (density=O%) and the dashed-line labeled "Microstrip" is the

result with a ground plane in the lower layer (density=100%). In low frequency up to' 20GHz, the

inductances of the co-planar with and without orthogonal wires are close. However in high frequency,

the orthogonal wires affect the inductance and the difference between the co-planar with and without

the orthogonal wires is about 15% at maximum. Figure 2.16 shows the frequency characteristics with

various widths of orthogonal wires from 2.4fim to 24itm. The density of the orthogonal wires is fixed

to 30%. Those structures are evaluated by a 3D field-solver [62]. As width VV becomes larger, the effect

of the orthogonal wires becomes more significant and appears at relatively low frequency. When the

width of the orthogonal wire is 24pm, the inductaRce difference by the orthogonal wires becomes over

25% at 50GHz. Figure 2.17 shows the inductance characteristics with various wire densities. Wire

width VV is fixed to 24"m. As the wire density becomes higher, the inductance with the orthogonal
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wires closes to that of the micro-strip structure. The maximum difference from the inductance of the

co-planar structure is about 45% at 50GHz. Figure 2.18 shows the self-inductance at 10GHz vs. the

width and the density of the orthogonal wires. As shown in Fig. 2.18, the inductance is approximately

linear to the width and the density. The maximum difference is about 40%.
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2.4 Effectoflossysubstrate

This section discusses the effect of lossy substrate and shows the poweilground wire of standard cells

prevents the coupling between the signal wire and the substrate.

2.4.1 [Eleststructure

The cross section and the top view of the test structures are shown in Fig. 2.19. In the top layer (M5),

three wires construct G-S--G co--planar structure. Each line width is 4Itm and the spacing between

signal'and ground is S = 2um or S = 19#m. The length ofco-planar line is 600ptm. In the lowestlayer

(Ml), grounded wires that represent poweijground wires in standard cell are aligned. Ml wires are

located uniformly in the area of 180#mx60opm, as shown in Fig. 2.19. Figure 2.20 shows the detailed

structure ofM1 wires. The structure ofM1 wires is divided into parallel and orthogonal main branches.

In "parallel" structure, Ml ground-wires are parallel to the co-planar wires in M5. "Orthogonal" has

Ml wires that are orthogonal to the co-planar wires. The wire width of Ml wires is 1.2ptm, and the

spacing is 1.2Lim or 9.6ptm. The dimension of Ml wires is decided assuming a O.18"m standard cell

library. All Ml wires are connected to each other at the end of wires, and cofinected to.the ground pad.

For comparison, test structures with a ground plane in Ml layer and test structures without Ml wires

are also evaluated.

   Figure 2.21 shows a micrograph of a test structure. The interconnect characteristics are evaluated

by using a network analyzer.
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Figure 2.21: Micrograph of a test structure (without Ml Wires).

2.4.2 Measurementresults

Some measurement results are shown. Figure 2.22 shows the self-resistance of the test structure whose

spacing S is 2gm. The curve labeled "plate" is the result that the ground plaRe is placed in Ml layer,

and "w!o Ml" is that result that no ground wires in Ml. The measurement results are shown in lines

with points. The dotted lines labeled "simulated" mean the simulation result by a 3D field-solver [62]

without considering s･ubstrate conductivity (substrate conductivity is set to O). If the measurement

result (labeled "measured") agrees with the simulation result, the substrate effect is not significant.

From Fig. 2.22, the measured results are close to the simulation results. This means that substrate

effect is not significant where the spacing S is 2ptm.

   Figure 2.23 shows the resistance where the spacing S is 19ptm. In the results of "wlo Ml" and

"orthogonal", the simulation result underestimates the self-resistance by about 30%. This is because

the simulation result ignores the substrate effect. On the other hand, the simulation results agree with

the measured results in the case of "parallel" and "plate". Parallel Ml wires behave as current return

path and shields magnetic coupling between the signal wire and the substrate. Therefbre if parallel

ground wires or a ground plane exists in the lower layer, substrate effect on interconnect characteristics

is negligible.

   From the above discussion, parallel ground wires in Ml layer prevent the substrate coupling even

if the signal-ground spacing is 19"m. On the other hand, orthogonal wires cannot shield substrate

coupling. If there are PIG wires in lower layer and they are parallel to the signal wire, substrate loss is

not significant and considering the wires in lower layer is important for accurate modeling even though

PIG wires are narrow.
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2.5 Summary

A return path screening method for interconnect RL extraction is proposed. The proposed method

evaluates the energy dissipated at ground wires, andjudges whether the energy dissipation in the ground

wires is small enough or not, because the return current flows in the paths with the minimum energy

consumptlon ln nature.

   The return current distribution strongly depends on frequency. At low frequency, the resistance is

dominant and the inductance becomes significant as frequency becomes higher. The proposed method

calculates two windows for the resistance-dominant low-frequency region and for the inductance-

dominant high-frequency region. By merging these two windows, the proposed method provides an

adequate ground wire configuration that enables accurate extraction at all frequencies.

   The proposed method can also save the extraction cost. The extraction cost by a 3D field-solver

increases exponentially as the number of considered wires increases. The proposed method can select

the adequate ground wires with negligible small extra computational cost. Therefore the proposed

method enables the accurate and ethcient extraction considering return current distribution.

   The experimental results show that the orthogonal wires are not negligible in multi-GHz region.

The effect of the orthogonal wires on the self-inductance is linear to the width and the density. The

maximum errors in inductance by ignoring the orthogonal wires are over 40% at 10GHz. Real chip

measurements and the results of a field-solver reveal that orthogonal powerlground wires should be

considered in the evaluation of the interconnect characteristics.

   Substrate coupling and the ground wires in lower layer are discussed. From measurement results,

shielding effect of the ground wires in lower layer depends on the direction of wires. The ground wires

that are parallel to the signal wire prevent the magnetic coupling and suppress the substrate loss. When

ground wires in lower layer are orthogonal to the signal wire, the self-resistance is almost the same

as the result of the interconnect without Ml wires. Therefore the substrate loss is negligible if dense

powetiground grid such as ?IG for standard cells exists in the lower layer.
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Chapter 3

Interconnect RL extraction at a single

representative frequency

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a method to determine a･ single frequency for interconRect RL extraction is proposed.

One diMculty of interconnect modeling is frequency dependency of the characteristics. As shown

in the previous chapter, interconnect characteristics, especially resistance and inductance depend on

frequency because of skin-effect, proximity-effect and retUrn current distribution [5]. In frequency-

dependent interconnects, the behavior of interconnects depends on frequency e.g. attenuation and

phase velocity dispersion. In digital circuits, pulse waveforms are commonly used. The frequency

spectrum of pulse waveforms widely spreads from DC to frequency several times as high as clock

frequency. Therefore to model the behavior of interconnects precisely, designers have to take the

frequency characteristics into consideration. Moreover, the input pulse pattern is not entirely periodic.

The frequency spectrum varies depending on the width of pulse and･the period. The minirnum pulse

width and period are determined by system clock. But on signal line, the pulse pattern depends on the

circuit behavior. '

   rlb treat frequency-dependent interconnects, several frequency-dependent circuit models are pro-

posed [16-18, 64]. However, the frequency-dependent models are not still tractable in circuit de-

sign because frequency-independent interconnect models have been widely used. Moreover, using

frequency-dependent model increases computational cost for simulation, and requires an extra cost for

creating the･ model. If interconnect characteristic can be modeled well by a certain frequency, such

extra cost is saved and the design techniques based on frequency-independent interconnect model can

be applied, such as circuit reduction, buffer insertion and timing analysis [5, 26, 95]. Furthermore,

frequency-independent RLC values can intuitively predict fundamental interconnect characteristics

such as characteristic impedance. However, determination of a single extraction frequency is diffi-

cult.

   In this chapter, an extraction frequency based on the transfer characteristic of interconnects is pro-

posed. It is commonly adopted to determine the extraction frequency from the shape of an input signal

waveform, especially from the rise time, focusing on the spectrum of the input signal [5]. This is nat-
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ural and reasonable when the incident waveform to the near-end (driver output) of the interconnects is

discussed. On the other hand, the main interest of circuit designers is the analysis of the waveform at

the far-end (receiver input). As signals are propagating through an interconnect, high-frequency com-

ponents easily attenuate. The dominant frequency components that determine the far-end waveform

are different from thQse for the near-end waveform. From observation of frequency spectrum at the

far-end of interconnects, the transfer characteristic of interconnects is playing an important role in the

waveforms at the far-end of interconnects, Therefore the proposed method focuses on the transfer char-

acteristic of interconnects and select the flr:equency for interconnect RL extraction where the transfer

characteristic becomes maximum.

   First the transfer characteristic of uniform open-ended transmission-lines is discussed. In the case

of uniform transmission-lines, the transfer characteristic becomes maximum at the resonance frequency

where the quarter waveleRgth is equal to the interconnect length. Therefore the resonance frequency is

obtained from the interconnect length ･and the velocity of the electromagnetic wave. Experimental re-

sults ,reveal that RLC ladder circuit extracted at the resonance frequency provides accurate modeling for

the waveforms at the far-end. The errors in the voltage amplitude, signal propagation delay and the am-

plitude of crosstalk noise are less than 8%, whereas the extraction at DC or at the significant frequency

cause more than 30% error. Then an extended method that can handle nonuniform or branching inter-

connects is proposed. If the interconnect is branching or nonuniform, the transfer characteristic ofeach

segment is different. The ptoposed method in this chapter gives a respective ex'traction frequency to

every segment of an interconnect instead of enforcing a single extraction frequency on the entire inter-

connect. The proposed method systematically determines the extraction frequencies successively from

the sinks to the source by replacing the downstream interconnect with the equivalent load impedance.

Experimental results validate that the equivalent circuit of interconnects extracted at the proposed fre-

quency can achieve the most accurate waveform modeling compared with the conventional extraction

frequencies. Experimental results show the maximum errors are less than 10% in signal delay and

signal transition time. The contribution of this chapter is that the proposed method realizes accurate

transient analysis using frequency-independent interconnect model. The proposed method is effective

when the topology and the length of interconnects are fixed, for example, post-layout extraction.

3.2 Conventional extraction frequencies

In digital circuits, a trapezoidal pulse that contains multiple frequency components is a common wave-

form. rlb model loRg interconnects that have transmission-line characteristics, an RLC ladder circuit

in Fig. 3.1 is used. This ladder model cannot consider the frequency-dependence of interconnect RL

values. In order to derive frequency-independent m6del of Fig. 3.1, a single extraction frequency have

   There are several representative frequencies of pulse waveform. One ofthem is the clock frequency.

The width of the clock pulse is the minimum width of the signal pulse. When the clock period is Tb,

the frequency .fi, = 1!Tb is one of the peaks in the frequency spectrum of the input pulse. The other

one is significant frequency [5]. The significant frequency Aig is expressed by signal transition time t,

and defined such that the signal energy from DC to Aig becomes 85% of all signal energy. An example

of the frequency spectrum and the significant frequency is shown in Fig. 3.2. The pulse width 7k, is
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Figure 3.2: Frequency spectrum and the significant frequency jfkig.

200ps and the transition time t, is 20ps. In the range 7 s Z.lt, -< 13 where 71, is the pulse width, Aig

is given by O.341t, [5]. On the other hand, DC is often used for extraction. Reference [14] concludes

that the extraction at DC is accurate enough to estimate signal delay and overshooifundershoot. DC

extraction is acceptable when frequency-dependence is weak, e.g. for narrow inte,rconnects or in low

frequency. However as shown in the next section, interconnect modeling at these frequencies causes

error in evaluating the propagation waveform.

3.3 Representative frequency for uniform transmission-lines

In this section, a transfer characteristic of open-ended uniform transmission-lines is discussed. From

the transfer characteristic of transmission-lines, the important frequency component at the far-end is

determined. More generic case is discussed in Section 3.5

3.3.1 Transfercharacteristicofopen-endedtransmission-lines

As mentioned in Section 3.2, conventional extraction frequencies are based on the input pulse shape.

It means that the conventional methods focus on the frequency components at the near-end of inter-

connects. However the far-end waveform is more important for circuit designer because the waveform

directly affects signaling delay. The far-end wavefbrm becomes totally different because of attenuation
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and refiection. The proposed method aims to express accurate far-end waveforms. Figure 3.3 shows

step responses obtained with a FD model and a ladder extracted at significant frequency fgig. The inter-

connect structure is shown in Fig. 1.12 and the output impedance of the driver Rd is 1OS;!. As shown in

Fig. 3.3, the ladder extracted at .fgig models the incident wave of interconnects well, but a remarkable

error occurs at the far-end. This error is mainly caused by overestimation of attenuation. The balance

of driver resistance Rd and characteristic impedance Zb determines the incident wave. Characteristic

impedance is expressed as

                                zb= £++i,`,0.Lcyag (3i)

Approximately, characteristic impedance is proportional to square root of inductance VIE. The attenu-

ation of interconnect affects the waveform at the far-end. If the shunt conductance G is negligible, the

attenuation constant ev is expressed as

a = Re [ (R +jwL)(G +j(oc)] y ll Vi2'
(3.2)

 In LSIs, 'the shunt conductance G is negligible because the dielectric loss tangent of silicon-dioxide

 is small. The typical value is O.OO06, Attenuation constant is roughly proportional to resistance R

 and square root of inductance V]E. From the above equations, variation of resistance strongly affects

 waveform propagation. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 1.12, the variation of resistance is larger than that

of inductance. At 34GHz of Fig. 1.12, inductance decreases by about 21% from DC and resistance

increases by about 110% from DC. The inductance decreases because of proximity-effect and the

decrease in internal-inductance. Therefore the inductance value saturates at/high frequency. On the

other hand, resistance increases exponentially as frequency become higher. Therefore the estimation

of resistance is critical to model far-end waveforms. The attenuation strongly depends on interconnect

structure such as interconnect length. From above discussion, the interconnect structure has to be･

considered when determining an extraction frequency.

   rlb determine an extraction frequency for the modeling of the far-end of interconnects, the dominant

frequency component at the fat-end have to be specified. From the theory of open-ended transmission-

line resonators, when the quarter wavelength 114 is equal to interconnect length l, transmission-lines

are equivalent to a series resonator shown in Fig. 3.4. When the interconnect length is l, the resonance

frequency A,, is expressed by

                               n ,,-                  , z=l =' .rtes == vlA=v141, ' (3.3)
where v is the velocity of electromagnetic wave. The velocity v is calculated by the expression v =

cl VZ}lili; where c is the velocity of light in free space, e, is the relative permittivity and #, is the relative

permeability. When the frequency is fi.,, the impedance of series resonator becomes minimum aRd

the attenuation of frequency component i,, is minimum. This nature is used for quarter wavelength

transmission-line resonators. Figure 3.5 shows a transfer characteristic of a transmission-Iine. The

interconnect structure is the same as Fig. 1.12 and interconnect length is 5mm. The relative permittivity

of Si02 is 4.0, so the velocity of electromagnetic wave is 1 .5×108 mls. The frequency characteristics

are extracted by a 2D field-solver and modeled by the frequency-dependent model [18]. In this case, the
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resonance frequency A., where V6,tlVl. becomes maximum is v141 = 1.5× 1081(4×5× 10-3) = 7.5GHz.

The voltage gain V6.tlX. becomes maximum at the resonance frequency A.,. Therefore the frequency

component A., strongly affects the waveform at the far-end.

   This transfer characteristic affects the wavefbrm at the far-end of transmission-lines. The frequency

components near the resonance frequency tend to appear at the far-end. On the other hand, the fre-

quency components near the antiresonance frequency hardly affect the waveform at the far-end. There-

fore the frequency spectrum at the far-end depends on the input pulse and the transfer characteristic of

the interconnect. If the frequency spectrum of the input pulse spreads over the resonance frequency,

the frequency components around the resonance frequency are expected to affect the waveform at the

far-end. If the resonance frequency is higher than the significant frequency, the frequency components

around the resonance frequency are small because almost all of the frequency components concentrate

in the range from DC to the significant frequency.

   The frequency spectrum of the waveform at the far-end is as shown in Fig. 3.6 when a transmission-

line is driven by a voltage source and a resistor. The transition time t, is varied from 10ps to 50ps,

and hence the significant frequency changes from 34GHz to 6.8GHz. The resonance frequency is

7.5GHz. In this case, the significant frequency is nearly equal to or higher than the resonance frequency.

The frequency spectrum has is a unique peak at the resonance frequency eyen if the signal transition

time t, is changed. This result indicates the frequency component at the resonance frequency is an
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important factor which determines the waveform at the far-end of the interconnect. If the transmission-

Iine is uniform and open-ended, the frequency A,, is determined only by interconnect length because

the velocity v can be assumed as a constant value. This resonance frequency fi., is proposed as an

extraction frequency. In foIlowing sections, the resonance frequency Aes is rewritten to .fi)roposed･

   In Section 3.4, experimental results are shown to verify the accuracy of several extraction frequen-

cies; DC, proposed frequency .fi,,.p.sed and significant frequency Aig.

3.4 Experimental results of uniform transmission-Iines

This section shows some experimental results. The modeling accuracy of each representative frequency

is verified by circuit simulation. First experimental conditions and some metrics of accuracy are ex-

plained. Then the accuracy under various experimental conditions is evaluated, and the results show

that the proposed frequency .fb,.p.,.d provides the most accurate modeling. ' The experimental results

also reveal that the ladder extracted at frequency .fi,,.p.,.d is accurate enough to simulate interconnect

3.4.1 Experimental conditions and the metrics ofaccuracy

In this section, experimental conditions and metrics of accuracy are described.

   Tb cover major possible situations in digital circuits, the proposed method is verified undef various

frequency-dependence and various waveforms. Frequency-dependence of interconnects is determined

by the interconnect structures. Waveform variation is expressed by pulse period, duty ratio and tran-

sition time. Therefore the fbllowing parameters are varied for evaluation of the proposed and the

conventional representative frequencies.

   e pulse period and duty ratio (fi changes and others are fixed).
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Thble 3.1: Range of parameters and representative freq uencles.

Parameterrange Correspondingfreq.range

500pssTps5ns
10pssgt,s{100ps

O.5mm<l<10mm--

200MHzsf,s2GHz
3.4GHzsf,igg34GHz

3･75GHZSfproposedg75GHZ

e pulse transition time (kig changes and others are fixed).

e interconnect length (6,.p.,.d changes and others are fixed).

e interconnect structure and driver strength.

First the variation of input pulse pattern is discussed, Pulse period and duty ratio are varied, that

is, this situation corresponds various input pulse pattern on signal interconnects. In this experiment,

pulse frequency fi, changes according to pulse period, and other extraction frequency is fixed. Next,

variation of pulse transition time is discussed. Transition time decides significant frequency, so nig

varies and others are fixed in this experiment. Then the case that interconnect length changes is verified.

Frequency firoposed varies as changing interconnect length, and other frequencies are fixed. The ranges

of each parameter are listed in 'Iletble 3.1. When a parameter is changed, corresponding one of the

representatiye frequencies also change. The range of the representative frequencies are also listed in

Table 3.1.

   The above conditions are examined with various interconnect structures and driver output impedance.

On transmission-lines, a waveform strongly depends in the relation between characteristic impedance

of the interconnect and output impedance of the driver. As for interconnect structures, two popular

interconnect structures; micro-strip and co-planar are used. The cross-sections of two interconnect

structures are shown in Fig. 3.7. Wk is the width of signal interconnect, VVg is the width of ground line,

S is the spacing between signal interconnects and Sg is the spacing between the signal interconnect
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and the ground line. The parameters of the structure are varied in the ranges of l"m -< Wk s 8um,

8#m S VLig S 4opm, Zum g S -< 8ptm and 21tm g Sg s 8ptm. For circuit simulation, The RLC value

is extracted from interconnect structures by a field-solver [15]. The interconnects are expressed by the

equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.8. The number of ladder is 51. The equivalent circuit is synthesized

using the RLC values at the extraction frequency.

   In transient analysis, the voltage waveforms are evaluated on the experimental circuit as shown

in Fig. 3.9. 0ne of two lines is stimulated by the input pulse, and the other is quiet. The stimulated

line is labeled as `fAggressor", and the quiet line as "Victim". The near-end of each line are held by a

resistance, which represents the output impedance of the driver. The output impedance of the driver is

varied from 1OS;lt to 100S;!. The far-end of each line is connected to the capacitor load that corresponds

to the input capacitance of a receiver. The value of the capacitor loads is fixed to 50fF,

   [fo verify accuracies of modeling, evaluation fnetrics are necessary. The Vlid12 propagation delay

             'time (Delay), the amplitude of overshooVundershoot (Vbp) and the amplitude of far-end crosstalk noise

Victim c!7 Far-end

    Aggressor T

NpuT <7'l
;

Figure 3.9: Ex perimental circuit for transient analysis.
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(Vhoi,,) is used as evaluation metrics. Figure 3.10 shows the definition of delay time, peak-to-peak

voltage and crosstalk. These metrics are evaluated on the ladder extracted at each representative fre-

quencies and frequency-dependent model. The result of the frequency-dependent model is assumed as

the reference data. This means that the evaluation results that are close to those of frequency dependent

model are accurate.

3.4.2 Pulsepatternversusaccuracy

The accuracy in the case that the input pulse pattern changes is discussed. In digital circuits, the

width and period of pulse depend on the applied input pattern. As discussed in Section 3.3, frequency

spectrum changes when width T. and period Tp vary. The minimum Tp is determined by the clock

frequency. T. and Tb depend on input pulse pattern. wnen the logic state of the interconnect does

not change, T. and Tb become large and the duty ratio changes. For digital circuits, the model of

interconnects have to be accurate even when Tp and T. change. In this experiment, the voltage peak-

to-peak and the signal delay time are used as evaluation metrics because crosstalk is not assumed to

depend on the pulse period.

   The errors in peak-to-peak voltage and delay time are shown in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12. The

evaluated interconnect structure is a co-planar structure with 8"m signal wire width, 2QLtm ground

wire width, 4Iim spacing between each interconnects and 5mm length. The output impedance of the

drivers is 50S;2. The transition time of the input pulse is 10ps, and the period is 500ps. The x-axis is

the period of the pulse Tb, where the duty ratio is set to be 50%. As you see, the errors of DC, .fi)roposed

and Aig are almost constant when the pulse period is changed. The proposed method achieves the most

accurate modeling and its error is within 2%. The error of .fi, get close to the error of DC as the period

become large. This is because the pulse frequency .G becomes lower as the period becomes larger.

   The maximum errors are Iisted in 'Ihble 3.2. From 'Ilable 3.2, the maximum errors when using

.fi)roposed is 2% both in the peak-to-peak voltage and in the delay time. The maximum errors ofDC and
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[fable 3.2: Maximum errors when the period of input pulse changed.

ExtractionFreq. DC f
p

fproposed fsig

ErrorinVpp

ErrorinDelay

+9.09o

+9.19o

+9.09o

+9.19o

-1.79o

+2.09o

-11.59o

+1.49o

.ti) is the same, and their errors are about 10% in peak-to-peak voltage and signal delay. The ladder

extracted at Aig achieves the smallest error in signal delay, but the error in peak-to-peak voltage exceeds

   The similar results are observed even if the duty ratio of input pulse is varied from 10% to 50%.

Then the maximum error of fib.p.,.d is about 3% bbth in the peak-to-peak voltage and in the delay time.

   An example of the typical waveforms at the aggressor and the victim are shown. The figures are

results when the pulse period 7b is 5ns. In this case, the ladder extracted at DC and that extracted

at fi, produce almost same results. Figure 3.13 shows the wavefbrm at the far-end of the aggressor

interconnect. From Fig. 3.13, the overshoot is overestimated on the ladder extracted at DC, and is

underestimated on the ladder extracted at Aig. From viewpoint of the signal delay, DC overestimates

the delay time. Figure 3.14 shows the waveform at the far-end of the victim interconnect. From the

obseryation of waveforms, the equivalent circuit extracted at .fi)roposed is most close to the frequency--

dependent model.

   As a more realistic case, an interconnect driven by MOS transistors is evaluated. The waveforms at

the far-ends of aggressor and victim are shown in Fig. 3.15. A transistor model of a 130nm technology

is used and the WIL value of the driver is 720. From Fig. 3.15, DC extraction overestimates overshoot,

delay and crosstalk. In contrast, Aig extraction underestimates them. .fi}roposed extraction achieves the

most accurate modeling even when the interconnect is driven by transistors.
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Table 3.3: Maximum errors when the transition time changed.

ExtractionFreq. DC fproposed fgig

ErrorinVpp

ErrorinDelay
ErrorinVnoise

+9.09o

+9.29o

+11.89o

-3.09o

+1.99o

-7.99o

-11.59o

-1.29o

-10.49o

3.4.3 Transitiontimeversusaccuracy

The results when transition time is changed are shown. Significant frequency Aig is decided by tran-

sition time. When transition time t, is 10ps, Aig is 34GHz and when t, 100ps, Aig becomes 3.4GHz.

Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17 show the errors in the peak-to-peak voltage and delay time. The simulation

condition is the same as Section 3.4.2. The error in crosstalk noise is also shown in Fig. 3.18. fable 3.3

shows the maximum errors when the transition time varied. From Fig. 3.16, extraction at DC causes

about 9% error constantly in the peak-to-peak voltage. The extraction at .fgig cause over lO% error when

the transition time is small. Significant frequency Aig becomes extremely high when transition time is

small, Therefore attenuation on interconnect is overestimated. From Fig. 3.17, the ladder extracted at

DC causes about 9% error in the delay time. DC extraction overestimates the inductance value, so the

velocity of signal is underestimated. Therefore delay time is overestimated especially when transition

time is small. The extraction at .fi,,op.,,d achieves less than 3% errors in the peak-to-peak voltage and

the delay time. From Fig. 3.18, there is the same trend as the peak-to-peak voltage in the amplitude

of crosstalk noise. DC extraction causes error constantly and fgig causQs remarkable error when the

transition time is small. As seen in Tbble 3.3, DC extraction causes about 10% overestimation in Vl)p,

delay and Vh.i,.. Resistance and inductance extraction at Aig causes over 10% underestimation in VI)p

and Vh.i,,. The ladder extracted at .fi,,.p,,,d steadily provides the most accurate estimation, and the

maximum error is about 8%.
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Table 3.4: Maximum errors when the interconnect length changed.

ExtractionFreq. DC fproposed fsig

ErrorinVpp

ErrorinDelay
ErrorinVnoise

+1O.29o

+9.19o

+18.79o

-2.49o

+3.29o

-1.89o

-15.79o

+2.59o

-11.39o

3.4.4 Interconnect length versus accuracy

Here, the accuracy versus the interconnect length is discussed. Frequency ji)r.posed depends on the

interconnect length and the wave velocity. The wave velocity is determined by relative permittivity.

Therefore the velocity can be assumed as a constant value in the same technology. The error in peak-

to--peak voltage is shown in Fig. 3.19, and the error in delay time is shown in Fig. 3.20. Figure 3.21

shows the delay time normalized by, the delay time of the FD model. Figure 3.22 shows the amplitude

of the crosstalk noise. The simulation condition is the same as Section 3.4.2. As seen in Fig. 3.19,

the ladder extracted at .fi,,.p.,.d achieves the minimum error in peak-to-peak voltage. DC extraction

always overestimates the Vbp, and Aig extraction causes underestimation when the interconnect length

becomes long. As shown in Fig. 3.20 and Fig. 3.21, DC extraction causes about 10% error when the

interconnect length becomes long. The errors of .fl,,.p.,,d and Aig extraction are almost the same and

below 4%, From Fig. 3.22, crosstalk noise becomes larger as the interconnect length becomes long

in the region where the interconnect length is small. The noise amplitude is almost constant when the

length is more than 2mm. Figure 3.22 shows that DC extraction causes overestimation and kig causes

underestimation of the crosstalk noise.

   The maximum errors are listed in rllable 3.4. As you see, DC and Aig may cause errors more than

10%. but the maximum error of .fl,,,p.,,d is about 3%. These results indicates the ladder extracted at

6roposed is robust against the change of the interconnect length.
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'fable 3.5: Maximum errors in overall experiments.

ExtractionFreq. DC fproposed fsig

ErrorinVpp

ErrorinDelay
ErrorinVnoise

+22.59o

+27.09o

+37.49o

-4.69o

+4.89o

+7.99o

-2s.oqo

+23.09o

-18.29o

3.4.5 Overall results ofuniform transmission-lines

The above sections show that the frequency calculated from time-of-flight n,oposed achieves the most

accurate analysis. Table 3.5 shows the maximum errors in all of the results under this study. The

experimental conditions are carefu11y decided so that the effectiveness of the proposed frequency is

comprehensively confirmed. The amount of conditions is about 14,OOO. The ladder extracted DC or

Aig causes errors beyond 20%. When wide micro-strip interconnect is driven by strong driver, DC and

Aig tend to cause a large error. As you see, the proposed frequency fi,.p.,,d achieves the error below

8%. The above discussions prove that the ladder extracted at the proposed frequency fl)roposed provides

the most accurate modeling of frequency-dependent interconnects.

3.4.6 'Iblerance to extraction firequency variation

The effect of .fi)roposed estimation error on modeling accuracy is discussed. The proposed frequency

is based on transmission-line resonator theory. The proposed method assumes that transmission-lines

have ideal open-end. However in real chips, interconnects are terminated by the input capacitor of the

receiver and, rigidly speaking, the sink is not ideal open-end. The resonance frequency is not equal to

rsroposed exactly, but the difference is usually quite small because input capacitor of CMOS receiver is

small.

   Figure 3.23 shows the extraction frequency versus errors. The x-axis is the extraction frequency
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and the y-axis is the error from frequency-dependent model. The experimental setup is the same as that

of Fig. 3.13, 5mm･ wire length and 10ps transition time. The proposed frequency .fbroposed is 7.5GHz.

As shown in Fig. 3.23, the errors in Ilbp and in V},.,,. become minimum at the proposed frequency.

The error in delay becomes minimum at about 20GHz, but the error is almost constant above 1OGHz.

From Fig. 3.23, the errors are below 29i5 in the region of fi,,.p.,.d ± 30%. This result indicates that the

proposed method is accurate enough even if the proposed frequency has a certain error in comparison

with the exact resonance frequency.

   Figure 3.23 also shows that extraction at DC and significant frequency Aig = 34GHz is far from

the frequency with the minimum error around f5,.p.,,d. The errors at DC and significant frequency are

above lO% whereas that of the proposed method is below 2%. .

3.5 An extended method to determine an extraction frequency

,The previous section shows a method which determines a single extraction frequency from the transfer

characteristics of transmission-lines. This section extends the method to handle general interconnects,

that is, branching and nonuniform wires. First the transfer characteristic of transmission--lines with a

generic load is explained. and then the extended method is descrived.

3.5.1 llransfercharacteristicofgenerictransmission-lines

The basic 'idea of the proposed method is to choose the frequency where the transfer characteristic be-

comes maximum. The nature of the transfer characteristic of interconnects based on the transmission-

line theory is explained. This section discusses a simple transmission-line as shown in Fig. 3.24. The

characteristic impedance is Zb, the propagation constant is 7, the length of the transmission-line is l

and the velocity of electromagnetic wave is v. The velocity v is equal to cl VgF, where c is the velocity
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Figure 3.24: Transmission-line.

of light in vacuum and e, is the relative dielectric constant of insulator. The load impedance Zt is con-

nected to the far-end of transmission-lines. The voltage at the near-end is written as ". and the voltage

at the far-end as V6ut.

   According to the transmission-line theory, the voltage transfer characteristic V6.tlX. is expressed

as
                               l(IIii' = cosh 71 +i2 smh 71 (3 4)

3.5.2 Flow of the proposed method

This section proposes a method to determine the extraction frequency based on the transfer charac-

teristic. The flow of the proposed method is explained. Figure 3.25 is the conceptu'al diagram of the

proposed method. Interconnects are divided into segments at the branch points or discontinuous points

and consider as a tree such that the root node is the output of the driver and the input of the receiver is

the leaf node. The proposed method determines the extraction frequencies for each segment from leaf

to root by replacing the downstream branches with the equivalent load impedances.

Assumptions of the proposed method

The proposed method determines the extraction frequency from the topology of interconnects and the

length of each segment. The velocity of electromagnetic wave v is asstimed to be known and a constant

value. In LSIs, this assumption is valid because the velocity v depends on the relative dielectric constant

s, and it is constant in the same fabrication process. The significant frequency Aig is also assumed to

be known. As described in fo11owing step, the significant frequency is used as the upper limit of the

extraction frequency. Additionally, the characteristic impedances of each segment are assumed to be

the same value. Strictly speaking, this assumption is not correct. However in LSIs, the characteristic

impedance of on-chip interconnects does not vary very much even if the interconnect structure changes.

The typical value of co-planar structures is from 50S;1! to 100S;:!. In the following section, the proposed

method is experimentally verified.

Step 1. Determine the extraction frequency for terminal segments

If the length of the segment and the load impedance are known, the frequency A., at which the transfer

characteristic of the segment becomes maximum can be determined from Eq.(3.4). The resonance
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frequency .fies depends on the length of the segment and the Ioad impedance. Generally, as shorter the

segment is, the extraction frequency becomes higher. The frequency A,, can be too high frequency to

use as an extraction frequency. If the frequency component of the input is too small at the frequency,

extracting at the frequency at which the transfer characteristic becomes maximum is meaningless.

Therefore the upper limit of the extraction frequency should be set. As mentioned so far, the significant

frequency Aig is defined as the frequency that the 85% of all the energy is included from DC to Aig. In

the case that the resonance frequency is higher than significant frequency, the frequency components

around the resonance frequency are small and hardly affect the waveform at the far-end. Therefore it

is reasonable to use the significant frequency as the upper limit of the extraction frequency. Extraction

frequency nroposed is expressed as

                                fi)roposed=Min (ies, Aig)･ (3 ･5)

   Reference [101] reports the case of open-ended uniform transmission-lines. In CMOS circuits,

the input capacitance of the gates is small and the segments connected to the receiver are open-ended

transmission-line can be assumed as an open-ended transmission-line. The extraction frequencies of

these open-ended branches are the frequency where the quarter wavelength is equal to the interconnect

length. When the length ofa segment is l, the resonance frequency A., is v141. The method in Ref. [1O1]

cannot be applied to interconnects which have a large capacitive load or a resistive termination because

Ref. [101] assumes open-ended transmission-lines. By using Eq. (3.4), the proposed method can be

applied to the interconnects that are not regarded as open-ended transmission--ljnes.

Step 2. Replacing terminal segments with equivalent load impedances

At step 1, the extraction frequencies of terminal segments are decided. rlb decide the extraction fre-

quencies of the preceding segments, the segments whose extraction frequency is already decided are

replaced with equivalent load impedances. This step corresponds to Fig. 3.25. II. By replacing with

the equivalent load impedance, the extraction frequency can be calculated by Eq. (3.4). For example,

in Fig. 3.25, the extraction frequency for the segment B-C can be calculated by replacing the segment

C-E and C-F with the equivalent load impedances.

   The load impedance of a certain segment is the input impedance of the downstream branches. For

example, the load impedance of the segment B-C in Fig. 3.25 is the input impedance of the segment

C-E and the segment C-F. As shown in Fig 3.25. II, the input impedance of transmission-lines can be

modeled by a RLC series resonator circuit whose resonance firequency is equal to A,,. The resistance

is ignored because the proposed method needs only the resonance frequency. The input impedance of

a certain segment is expressed as

                             Zl"= 'vlii' lj:i llili21illLC 2tJ,,.Z(b,lfi･) (3 6)

where l' is equivalent length defined as v14A.,. The characteristic impedances Zo of each segment

are assumed to be the same value. Therefore the value of the inductance L and the capacitance C are

determined from the characteristic impedance Zb and the resonance frequency A,,. This means that

once the resonance frequency A,, is calculated, the equivalent load impedance is uniquely determined.
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Figure 3.26: Vbltage gain estimated by the equivalent load impedance.

   Figure 3.26 shows an example of transfer characteristic estimated by Eq. (3.4) and the equivalent

load impedance defined by Eq. (3.6). Figure 3.26 is the voltage gain between node A and node B.

The interconnect topology is a branching wire as shown in Fig. 3.26. The solid line is the transfer

characteristic by SPICE AC analysis. The dashed line labeled "Simulation with equivalent load" is

the result of SPICE simulation using the equivalent load, apd the dashed line labeled "fbrmula" is that

by Eq. (3.4) with the equivalent load impedance. The resonance frequency j2,p,. if the segment A-B

as open-ended is 37.5GHz. As shown in Fig. 3.26, the transfer characteristic estimated by Eq. (3.4)

with equivalent load impedance is valid to estimate the peak of the transfer characteristic. On the other

hand, the frequency j6p,. becomes antiresonance frequency on the segment A-B and the transfer char-

acteristic at .f5pe. becomes minimum. This result shows that the load impedance have to be considered

to estimate the first peak frequencies of the transfer characteristic. From the above discussion, the

transfer characteristic can be estimated by Eq. (3.4) with equivalent load impedance by Eq. (3.6).

   By replacing the terminal segments with equivalent load impedance, the terminal segments are

eliminated and other segments become terminal segments. Then the extraction frequency can be deter-

mined for new terminal segments by returning to step 1. The proposed method determines extraction

frequencies for each segment by iterating the step 1 and step 2.

3.6 Experimentalresults

This section demonstrates experimental results of the extended method. First the experimental results

of two major interconnect topology, H-tree and stub-bus are shown. Then statistics of experimental

results in various situations is described.
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Figure 3.27: H-tree topology.

3.6.1 H-treetopology

First example is a H-tree topology. Figure 3.27 shows the topology of the H-tree. As shown in Fig, 3.27,

the cross section of interconnects are a co-planar structure. The segments A-B, B-C and B-D have the

same structure that signal wire width Wk is 1opm, ground wire width Wli is 47ttm, spacing between wires

S is 2ptm and the thickness of wire T is l#m. The other segments, C-E, C-E D-G and D-H, have the

structure that VVk = 4iim, Wg = 4ptm, S = 2"m and T = 1ptm. The input transition time t, is set to lOps

and the output impedance of the driver is 50Slt.

   The frequency determination process is shown sitep by step. First, the segments C-E, C-E D-

G and D-H are connected to the receiver. These segments can be assumed as open-ended and the

resonance frequency A., = vl41 = 37.5GHz. However the significant frequency Aig is calculated to

O.341(10 × 10-i2) = 34GHz. Therefbre the extraction frequency of these segments is 34GHz. From
Eq. (3.6) and the extraction frequency 34GHz, the equivalent load impedance is expressed as

                                        4
                                             , (3.7)                                    j tan ( bli,'cE )

where l6E is calculated to be 1.0mm from the resonance frequency 37.5GHz. For the segments B-C

and B-D, the voltage gain is expressed as

                     Si6ut 1                      Vl" = cos((t,IBclv) -2tan (wl6Elv) sin(ctiIBclv)' ' (3'8)
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Table 3.6: Errors in the delay time and the transition time on at the node E of the H-tree.

delay transitiontimeExtraction

Frequency [ps]error[9o] Ips]error[9o]

DDCProposed

fsig

54.9-50.0-8.9
54.7-O.4
68.624.9

76.3-73.2-4.1
79.64.3
108.742.4

where tBc is 2mm. From the above expression, the extraction frequency for the segments B-C and B-D

is calculated to 10GHz. In a similar way, the extraction frequency for the segment A-B is 3.9GHz.

   Figure 3.28 shows the waveform at the node E. The RLC ladder model extracted at DC and the

proposed frequency is almost the same as the result of frequency-dependent model. When the ladder

extracted at Aig is used, the waveform differs from that of the frequency-dependent model. The extrac-

tion at the Aig estimates the resistance too large, so the attenuation on the interconnect is overestimated.

Table 3.6 shows the signal delay time and the transition time at the node E. The transition time is de-

fined by the time to rise from 20% to 80% of the supply voltage. The error is calculated by assuming

that the result of FD provides a reference. The ladder extracted at .f}ig causes large error, 25% in delay

and 42% in transition time. The extraction at DC also causes about 9% error in delay. The ladder

extracted at the proposed frequency provides the most accurate modeling.

3.6.2 Stub-Bustopology

The second example is a stub-bus structure. Figure 3.29 shows the interconnect topology. The bus

line A-B-C--D-E is a fat wire that the signal width Wg = 1(ipm, the ground width IPVg = IQptm and the

spacing S = 2pm. The stubs are short and thin wires, that VVk = 1#m, VVI; = lum and S = 2ftm. The
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Figure 3.29: Stub-bus topology.
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Figure 3.30: Extraction frequencies by the proposed method.

driver output impedance is 509 and the transition time of input is 10ps.

   The extraction frequencies by the proposed method are determined as shown in Fig. 3.30. The

extraction frequency of the stubs is Aig = 34GHz because the stub is short and its resonance frequency

is 375GHz. Figure 3.31 shows the waveform at the nodeI and 'Table 3.7 shows the errors in delay

and transition time. The ladder model extracted at DC or significant frequency causes serious error

especially in signal transition time. As shown in Fig. 3.31, DC extraction underestimates the attenua-

tion and nig overestimates. DC extraction also causes 8% error in delay because the extraction at DC

causes estimation error in phase velocity. On the other hand, the RLC ladder by the proposed method

provides accurate modeling of frequency-dependent interconnect.

3.6.3 Resultsofoverallexperiments

The proposed method is verified under various conditions for verification. This section shows the

statistical summary of all experiments. The topology of net, lengths of each segment, interconnect

structure, driver size and transition time of input are varied. The number of segments in one net is

varied from 1 to 5. The length of segment is 200um-5mm. The interconnect structure is assumed as

a co-planar structure, whose signal width Wk and ground width are 1ptm-10ptm and the spacing S is

2/um-8ptm. The output impedance of the driver is 25n-100SII. The transition time of input pulse is

Table 3.7: Errors in the delay time and the transition time at the node I of the stub-bus.

delay transitiontimeExtraction

Frequency [ps]error[9o] [ps]error[9o]

FD
DC
Proposed
fsig

34.5-37.38.1
35.32.3
35.32.3

19.5T6.8-65.4
21.28.7
･40.6108.2
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Figure 3.31: Waveform at the node I of stub-bus.

lttble 3.8: Statistical summary of overall experiments.

delay transitiontimeExtraction

Frequency Max.error>59oratio Max.error>59oratio

DC
proposed
fgig

-88.19o11.59o･
-9.99o5.49o
110.09o12.29o

-71.99o27.89o
-9.89o12.59o
160.39o35.29o

10ps-100ps. By changing those parameters,

43,199 nodes in total are observed.

9,545 patterns of net are examined and the waveforms at

   Thble 3.8 shows the summary of overall experiments. 'Ilable 3.8 contains the maximum error in

delay time and transition time (rows of "Max. error"), and the ratio ofnodes where the error is over 5%

(rows of "> 5% ratio"). The ladder extracted at DC tends to underestimate the delay and transition time,

and the ladder extracted at significant frequency Aig overestimates. In the case of the ladder extracted

at DC, the error in delay exceeds 5% at the 12% of all nodes and the maximum error is -88.1%. In

transition time the error at 28% of nodes exceeds 5% ahd the maximum error is -71.9%. In the case
            '
of significant frequency, the error in delay at about 12% of all nodes is over 5% and the maximum is

1 1O.O%, and the error in transition time at about 35% of all nodes is over 5% and the maximum is over

160%. Those errors are serious problem fbr evaluating the circuit behavior, such as timing analysis.

On the other hand, the proposed method achieves the error less than 10% in both delay and transition

time. The results above confirm the RLC ladder extracted at the proposed frequency provides accurate

modeling of frequency-dependent interconnects.
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3.7 Summary

The frequency that should be used to extract RLC values is discussed. When frequency-independent

equivalent circuits are used for circuit design, the extraction frequency must be carefUlly determined to

maximize the fidelity in interconnect characteristics. An RL extraction scheme that uses the frequency

determined by interconnect length is proposed. The proposed method is experimentally verified that the

proposed frequency achieves the most accurate estimation in signal propagation delay and transition

time. The maximum error is within 10% in delay and in transition time in the experiments. With the

proposed representative frequency, RL extraction at a single frequency becomes accurate enough to

model interconnect characteristics, and hence many effective design and analysis techniques developed

ignoring frequency-dependence are exploited. The proposed method is effective when the topology and

the length of interconnects are known, for example in post-layout extraction.
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Chapter 4

Anallytical performance estimation of on-chip

transmission-lines

4.1 Introduction

 In this chapter, an analytical performance estimation of on-chip transmission-lines is proposed. A

 global clock frequency is expected to exceed 9.5GHz in 2010 [4]. A big challenge in this era is high-

 speed and large capacity signal transmission. On such high-performance chips, one of the important

 issues is high-speed and large-capacity data transmission. The performance of global interconnects is

 considered to limit whole chip perfbrmance in near future. Recently to attack this problem, high-speed

 signaling and throughput driven interconnection are becoming a hot research topic both in design and

EDA communities [31, 80]. Optical communication instead of metal wire signaling is also studied

[102].

   The current signaling scheme is roughly classified into single-end and differential signaling. Dif

ferential signaling is used for on-chip high-speed and long-distance interconnection as well as off-chip

signaling, for example clock distribution [74]. On the other hand, single-end signaling is very com-

mon in chip design. Each scheme has both advantages and disadvantages, and the difference between

single-end signaling and differential signaling is quite large in area and power, thus it is desired to

decide which scheme should be used in the early stage of chip design. Therefbre circuit designer

should be aware of the maximum performance of both signaling schemes, and know in what situation

differential signaling is preferable, or rather a sole solution.

   The other problem in designing high-performance interconnects is termination. Resistive ter-

mination is one of the common and fundamental techniques for high-performance interconnection.

Impedance matching by the resistive termination eliminates multiple reflection of signal wave and im-

proves signal integrity. Therefore to achieve high bit rate signaling over 10Gbps, resistive termination

is required [103]. On the other hand, resistive termination increases the power dissipation because

static current fiows through the terminator. Therefore designers have to carefully use resistive termi-

nation. For PCB wires and cables, resistive termination is a common technique because impedance

matching is important to prevent the multiple reflection of signal wave. However in LSIs, the loss of

the wire is significant. Even if the multiple reflection occurs, the refiected wave attenuates while prop-
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agating on the interconnect. Therefbre it is not clear in what condition the resistive terrnination should

be used. Furthermore, process variation is becoming more and more appreciable in LSIs. The on-chip

resistance for termination realized by MOS or polysilicon varies due to process variation. Therefore

robustness to process variation must be examined when designing high-performance interconnection.

   In this chapter, the trade-off anaiysis of on-chip interconnects is discussed. There are several fac-

tors that degrade signal integrity, i.e. attenuation, crosstalk and dispersion. Experimental results show

that the main factor that inhibits high-speed signaling is attenuation in crosstalk-controlled intercon-

nect structures. From the viewpoint of attenuation, the maximum eye opening is analytically derived

for open-ended single-end signaling, terminated single-end signaling and differential signaling. Ex-

perimental results by circuit simulation verify that the analytical performance estimation is valid even

when crosstalk noise and frequency-dependence of interconnects are considered. The analytic estima-

tion provides trade-off curves among bit rate, length and eye opening. They indicate the performance

difference between single-end and differential signaling and reveal in which region differential sig-

naling has a significant advantage over single-end signaling. The trade-off analysis shows that the

required voltage swing for the receiver strongly affect the performance of the signal transmission sys-

tem. The improvement of the receiver makes differential signaling achieve tens Gbps signaling on thg

interconnects with the length up to several centimeters.

   The proposed analytical estimation method also provides a design guideline of resistive termination

for on-chip lossy transmission--lines. The proposed method indicates the situations when the resistive

termination should be used and the optimal value of termination resistance. Furthermore, the proposed

method provides the sensitivity to the variation of the termination resistance. From the sensitivity,

designers can decide the desigR margin for process variation. The contribution of this chapter is to

provide a design guideline of termination fbr high-speed on--chip interconnection that gives both the

maximum eye-opening in voltage and minimum sensitivity to process variation.

4.2 Analyticalestimationofinterconnectperformance

This section derives analytic expressions that estimate the performance of on-chip global interconnects.

The focus of this section is the attenuation characteristics as the most dominant factor that prevents

global signaling, and perfbrm an analytical performance eStimation based on simplified interconnect

and waveform models. The effect of crosstalk noise and dispersion is examined in Section 4.3, which

confirm that the simplified model based on the attenuation is valid for on-chip interconnects.

4.2.1 Figureofmeritforsignalingperformance

Eye-diagram is commonly used to evaluate the feasibility and quality, which include bit error rate, of

signaling systems [104]. Figure 4.1 shows an example of eye-diagram. Large eye opening area means

that signaling has timinglnoise margin. Tb evaluate the area of eye opening, rectanglelhexagon eye

mask is used commonly. However, for simplify in this chapter, the maximum eye opening in voltage

shown in Fig. 4.1 is used as a figure of merit. In the case of on--chip signaling, attenuation is the

most important factor that limits high-speed long-distance signaling. In this condition, the eye opening
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Figure 4.1 : An example of eye-diagram and the figure of merit.

in time is stroRgly correlated with that in voltage, and hence this chapter focuses the maximum eye

opening in voltage.

4.2.2 Assumptionsonderivation

Assumptions used for the derivation of the analytic expressions are explained.

   The first assumption is that the interconnect structure is designed to reduce crosstalk noise. Al-

though crosstalk noise affects eye-diagram, it can be suppressed in a well-designed interconnect struc-

ture by shielding and spacing. Section 4.3 experimentally verifies that the effect of crosstalk noise can

be controlled by the interconnect structure and the attenuation is the dominant factor which degrades

the eye-opening.- The effegt of waveform dispersion is also ignored. Interconnect characteristics is fire-

quency dependent because of skin- and proximity-effect and return-current distribution, which causes

waveform dispersion. However the effect of waveform dispersion is small compared to that of the

attenuation. In the analytical estimation, crosstalk and dispersion. are not considered.

   The second assumption is involved in impedance-matching. When driving transmission-lines, an

impedance-matched driver is the optimum solution [671. This chapter assumes that the impedance-

matching is achieved. For conventional single-end signaling, the near-end is driven by a matched

driver and the far-end is open-ended, because the far-end is terminated by a small input capacitance

of the receiver. Tb examine the effect of the termination, the single-end signaling with impedance--

matched termination is also evaluated. For differential signaling, the near-end is the same as the single-

end signaling. The far-end of the differential pair is terminated by a bridge termination. The bridge

termination is commonly used in Low-Vbltage-Differential-Signaling (L]VDS).

4.2.3 Piecewise-linearwaveformmodel

The piecewise-linear (PWL) waveform model is described. This model assumes that the attenuation

of the interconnects is the dominant factor that degrades the signal integrity. The circuit model of
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Figure 4.3: PWL waveform model.

terminated transmission-lines is shown in Fig. 4.2. The resistance, inductance and capacitance per unit
length are R, Land C respectively. The impedance Zo is the characteristic impedance of transmission
line. At the receiver side, the interconnect is terminated by the resister and the resistance value is Rt•

At the driver side, the driver of the interconnect is assumed to achieve impedance matching. In other
words, the output impedance of the driver is equal to the characteristic impedance Zoo For simplicity,
the supply voltage Vdd is 1V. This assumption does not lack the generality because the circuit model in
Fig. 4.2 is a linear circuit.

The waveform at the receiver side of transmission-lines is modeled by the PWL waveform model
shown in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.3 is the eye-diagram by two isolated pulse (0··· OlD· .. aand 1···101· .. 1).
If the crosstalk noise is small, these isolated pulses determine the eye-opening. In Fig. 4.3, the time tr is
the transition time of the input pulse and period T is the minimum width of the input pulse. The voltage
Vr is the rise voltage that is determined from the attenuation and the termination of the interconnect.
The voltage VT is the voltage at the time T. The voltage VT decides the maximum eye-opening voltage.
The voltage Vmax is the voltage level when the continuous "I" is input to the interconnect. The voltage
Vmax is determined by the resistance of the terminator, the resistance of the interconnect and the output
resistance of the driver. The time ttof is the signal time-of-flight that is determined from the interconnect
length and the velocity of electromagnetic wave. From the analytical expression of the waveform on
transmission-lines [67], if the driver achieves impedance matching, the voltage at the receiver side
reaches V max when the time 2ttof passed after the rising. By using this characteristic, the voltage VT can
be derived.
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From the PWL waveform model in Fig. 4.3, the maximum eye-opening voltage Veye is expressed
as

{
maX{Vmax - 2 (Vmax - VT ), O} (T - tr < 2ttof)

Veye =
Vmax (T - tr > 2ttof)

Resistive termination changes the reflection coefficient and the maximum voltage Vmax .
designers can tune the eye-opening by using resistive termination.

4.2.4 Derivation of eye-opening voltage

(4.1)

Therefore

The amplitude of the pulse injected to the interconnect is expressed as Vnear = Vdd /2 = 1/2 because
this paper assumes that the driver output impedance is equal to the characteristic impedance Zoo The
pulse attenuates as propagating on the lossy transmission-line. The amplitude of the attenuated pulse
at the receiver side is expressed as

Vfar = Vnear exp(-al) = n/2, (4.2)

where the parameter a is the attenuation constant of the interconnect and the parameter n is the attenu
ation parameter defined as n =exp(-at). As the attenuation becomes weak, the parameter n becomes
larger and if the line is lossless, the parameter n is equal to 1. Since the shunt conductance of the on
chip interconnects is small, the attenuation parameter n can be approximated to n ~ exp (Rl/2Zo) [5].
The reflection coefficient r at the receiver side is expressed as (Rt - Zo)/(Rt + Zo). Therefore the rise
voltage Vr is calculated by

n 2Zn
Vr = Vfar X (l + f) = -Z-I' (4.3)

2 n +
where the parameter Zn is the normalized impedance of the termination defined as Zn = Rt/Zo. Zn = 0
means short-circuit termination, Zn = 1 means matched termination and Zn = 00 means open-ended.
The maximum voltage Vmax is determined by DC resistances Rdrv> Rl and Rto

RtVmax =----
Zo +Rl +Rt

Here the attenuation parameter n is approximately expressed as follows [5]

(
Rline rcl (Rline)n = exp(-al) ~ exp -2 -y L ~ exp - 2Z

o
.

Therefore By using the normalized impedance Zn, the maximum voltage Vmax is expressed as

Zn
Vmax =------

1 - 2logn + Zn

The voltage VT is expressed as

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)
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(4.8)

From Eq. (4.7), the first equation of Eq. (4.1) is rewritten as

T - t
Veye = 2Vr + (Vmax - Vr ) r - Vmax

ttof

_( Zn _~)(T-tr -l)+~
- 1 - 210g n + Zn Zn + 1 ttof Zn + 1 .

The equation above is valid in the region T < 2ttof. As mentioned in Eq. (4.1), the maximum eye
opening Veye is equal to Vmax in the region T > 2ttof '

Equations of typical cases

In the previous section, the equation in a general form is derived. The equations specialized for
some typical conditions of on-chip interconnects, that is, open-ended transmission-line, terminated
transmission-line and terminated differential transmission-lines are shown.

i. Open-ended single-end signaling
On open-ended transmission-lines, the terminal impedance Rt is infinity. Therefore the maximum

voltage Vmax is equal to the supply voltage, which is equal to 1 in this paper. Because Zterm is infinity,
the reflection coefficient r is equal to 1. So the rise voltage Vr is equal to n. The eye opening Veye is
expressed as

v: _{II/: (T - tr) + 2n - 1 (T < 2ttof)
eye - (4.9)

Vmax = 1 (T > 2ttof)

The derived expression indicates that the maximum eye opening Veye is determined by the minimum
period T, the rise time tr , interconnect length 1 and the attenuation parameter n. The velocity v is
determined by the dielectric constant of metal insulator.

ii. Terminated single-end signaling
On the terminated transmission-lines, R term is equal to Zoo From the difference of Vr and Vmax, the

maximum eye opening is expressed as

{

In
2(l-lognj-Z I

v: _ Ilv (T - tr) + n - 2(l-logn)
eye - I

2(1-logn)

(T < 2ttof)

(T > 2ttof)
(4.10)

iii. Differential signaling
In the case of differential signaling, the expression of the eye opening Veye is simply the twice of

Eq. (4.10).

(4.11 )
(T < 2ttof)

(T > 2ttof){

l-I~gn -n I

v: - ~ (T - tr ) + 2n - (l-Iogn)
eye - I

I-Iogn

Please note that the attenuation constant of differential signaling is different from that of single-end
signaling even if the interconnect structure is the same. This is because the interconnect characteristic
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for differential mode has to be used when evaluating the differential signaling. Therefore the resistance
RJine and characteristic impedance Zo of Eq. (4.5) are different. In differential signaling, one signal wire
of the pair becomes the current return path of the other wire. The return current is tightly confined,
and hence the loop resistance of the differential pair is larger than that of single-end signaling and
the loop inductance of differential pair is smaller than that of single-end signaling. The capacitance
of differential signaling is larger than that of single-end signaling because the voltage of each wire
transits to opposite direction. From Eq.(4.5), the attenuation parameter n of differential signaling is
smaller than that of single-end signaling.

4.3 Verification of analytical estimation

This section shows some experimental results and demonstrates the validity of the analytical formulae
in the previous section by detailed circuit simulation that considers crosstalk and dispersion as well as
attenuation. First the conditions of circuit simulation are explained. Next the simulation results and
analytical estimation are shown such that the analytical estimation is verified.

4.3.1 Simulation setup

The eye opening voltage is evaluated py circuit simulation. First, interconnect R(f)L(f)C are extracted
by 2D field-solver, because inductance of a long interconnect such as 10mm is proportional to the
length. The shunt conductance is negligible in LSIs because the electric loss of insulator is small.
Figure 4.4 shows the interconnect structure which corresponds to a bus structure for long-distance
signaling. A 45nm process in a roadmap [4] is assumed as the fabrication process. In Fig. 4.4, MlO
means the tenth metal layer and MIl and M12 are assumed to be special thick layers for long distance
interconnects or power/ground wires. In M12, there are seven signal lines ("S" in Fig. 4.4) and ten
ground wires("G" in Fig. 4.4). There are twenty ground wires in MlO. In M121ayer, 4Jlm width signal
interconnects are aligned and shielding ground wires are allocated at every seven signal wires. The
ground wires in the lower layers also affect the characteristics of the signal wires. Therefore the ground
wires in MlO layer are taken into consideration. In MIl layer, there are some orthogonal interconnects.
The interconnects in MIl are assumed to have the same width and pitch as those in M12. Orthogonal
interconnects affect to the capacitance and they do not affect to the resistance and the inductance. The
interconnect characteristics are modeled by a frequency dependent coupled transmission-line model
[18] implemented in a circuit simulator [19].

Figure 4.5 shows the experimental circuit. Each signal wire is excited by an ideal voltage source
with anideal resistance. The input pulses of signal wires are random non-return-to-zero patterns that
are independent of each other. The pulse shape is trapezoidal with pulse period T and transition time
T /lO. In the following section, "bit rate" is defined by 1IT. For simplicity, the supply voltage is 1V,
because of the linearity of the circuit model. The eye opening of each signaling scheme are evaluated
with various pulse period T and intercollilect length l.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental circuit.

4.3.2 Eye-diagram vs. PWL waveform model

First an example of eye-diagram and its PWL waveform model is shown. Figure 4.6 shows the compar
ison between PWL waveforni model and the circuit simulation. The signal bit rate is 20Gbps and the
interconnect is the lOmm long open-ended single-end transmission-line shown in Fig. 4.4. At the edge
of the rising and falling, the PWL waveform model has a certain error because of waveform distortion.
However the PWL waveform model is accurate to estimate the maximum eye-opening voltage. The
comparison in various situations is shown in the following sections.

4.3.3 The effect of attenuation and crosstalk noise

The proposed analytical model focuses the attenuation of the interconnects and ignores the other fac
tors, such as crosstalk noise and dispersion. The crosstalk noise if exists, disturbs the waveform and
it can be the limiting factor of the interconnect performance. The effect of the attenuation and the
crosstalk noise on the performance degradation are discussed.

Figure 4.7 shows the bit rate vs. eye-opening curves on several crosstalk noise conditions. The line
labeled "7 signa11ines" shows the simulation result when 7 wires in Fig. 4.4 are driven independently.
This result corresponds to the performance under the strong crosstalk noise. The line labeled "spacing"
is the result when the signa11ines Sl, S3, S5 and S7 are removed. In other words, the spacing between
signa11ines is enlarged by 3 times. The line labeled "shielding" is the result when the signal lines S1,
S3, S5 and S7 are grounded. This means that each signal wire has shield wires on both sides. The
line labeled "w/o crosstalk" means that the only one signa11ine is excited and the other lines are quiet.
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Figure 4.6: An eye-diagram and its PWL wavefbrm model (20Gbps).

From Fig. 4.7, the eye-diagram of "7 signal lines" is degraded and the curve is far from the curve of

analytical estimation. However, crosstalk noise can be eliminated by the spacing or the shielding. As

shown in Fig. 4.7, the result of "shielding" is almost the same as that of "wlo crosstalk" and that of

"formula". This means that the effect of crosstalk noise is small if the interconnect is well--designed

against the crosstalk.

   On the other hand, the attenuation of the interconnects cannot be eliminated. Figure 4.8 shows the

attenuation gonstant as a function of interconnect width for co-planar and micro-strip structures. The

attenuation constant is a decreasing function with respect to interconnect width. However, it is seen

that the decrease is quickly saturate and it does not decrease to a small value even if fat wires are used

for the signal line, since skin and proximity effects force the current to concentrate near the surface of

the signal and ground interconnects that face each other. From above discussion, the attenuation is the

dominant factor in the estimation of the performance limitation. Therefore in the following sections,

the crosstalk-controlled interconnects structure with attenuation are discussed.

4.3.4 Bit rate vs. eye opening voltage

The bit rate versus the maximum eye opening is shown. Figure 4.9 shows the analytical estimation and

the simulation results. The interconnect structure is Fig, 4.4. "Ib evaluate differential signaling, two sig-

nal wires are driven by differential signal and other 5 signal wires are driven by random pattern, which

simulates the worst condition of a differential signaling embedded in a single-ended environment. In

the case of single-end signaling, Sl, S3, S5 and S7 wires are replaced with ground wires. It means

that each signal wire has shield wires on both side. In this case, the interconnect resource used by

single-end signaling and that used by differential signaling become the same. The far-end of intercon-

nects are open-ended. From Section 4.2, the eye opening of terminated single-end transmission-lines

are the half of differential signaling. So the open-ended single-end signaling and differential signaling

are compared. The interconnect length is 10mm and the attenuation parameter of single-end signal-

ing is n = O.42, that of differential is n = O.36. These attenuation parameters are calculated at the
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representative frequency proposed in Chapter 3. In this case, the representative frequency is 5GHz.

In Fig. 4.9, analytical estimation (labeled "formula") is valid because it is close to the experimental

results (labeled "circuit simulation"). Figure 4.9 shows that in low bit rate region up to 20Gbps, the

eye opening of single-end signaling is larger than that of differential signaling. This is because Vl.,. of

single-end signaling is large. However as the bit rate becomes higher, the eye opening of single-end

decreases very rapidly and becomes almost O over 40Gbps. This is because Vl.., - V} of single-end

becomes larger by attenuation.

   From Fig. 4.9, the discrepancy between the analytical estimation and the circuit simulation becomes

larger as the bit rate becomes higher. In differential signaling, the difference is about 30% at 80Gbps

and about 50% at 100Gbps, since the effect of wavefbrm dispersion is not negligible at such high bit

rate. Therefore the applicability of the analytical estimation has a limitation with respect to the bit

rate. For example, from Fig. 4.9, the coverage of the analytical estimation becomes up to 80Gbps if

the maximum error is limited to be 30%.

4.3.5 Attenuationvs.eyeopeningvoltage

Next, the effect of attenuation for eye opening is examined. The attenuation is changed by setting

different values to the width and spacing of the interconnect structure shown in Fig. 4.4. The same value

is used for width and spacing from 1 um to 6 ptm in each configuration. Figure 4.10 shows the amount

of eye opening as a function of the attenuation. Except the width and spacing of the interconnects,

simulation set-up is the same as that of Section 4.3.4 at the signaling rate of 20 Gbps. As seen from

Fig. 4.10, the maximum discrepancy is O.07Vl The analytical estimation (labeled "formula") gives a

good prediction of eye-opening under different attenuation values with different interconnect width and

spaclng.
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4.3.6 Verificationbycircuitsimulation

Some experimental results are shown for the yerification of the proposed method. The co-planar struc-

ture shown in Fig. 4.1 1 is used for experiments. The wire width W, the spacing S and the resistivity of

the wire are varied. The permittivity of the insulator is set to 4.0 and the time-of-flight tt.f of the 1Omm

wire is 66.7ps. The frequency characteristics are extracted by a 2D field-solver. For circuit simula-

tion, the interconnects are modeled by a model that can represent the frequency dependency [181. 0n

the other hand, the analytical method cannot handle frequency-dependence of the interconnect char-

acteristics. The parameters used in the analytical model is extracted at the representative frequency

determined by the method proposed in Chapter 3. When the interconnect length is 10mm, the extrac-

tion frequency is 3.75GHz. The random NRZ pulse whose transition time is one tens of the pulse width

(t, = Tl1O) is iajected through the output resistance of the driver.

   Figure 4.12 shows the maximum eye-opening voltage Vl,y, with various attenuation parameter n.

The x-axis is the normalized impedance Zh of the termination and the input bit rate is fixed to 20Gbps.,

In Fig. 4.12, the result of the proposed method and that of the circuit simulation are plotted. From the

Fig. 4. 12, the curves by the proposed method are close to the simulation results. Figure 4.12 also shows

that the eye-opening has maximal value at a certain termination resistance under strong attenuation.

When the attenuation is weak (n -> O.6), the eye-opening is large as the normalized impedance is large.

This means that the open-end termination maximizes the eye-opening. However as the attenuation

becomes strong (n S O.4), the eye-opening becomes maximum at a certain normalized impedance.

The border of the region where the resistive termination is effective is discussed in the next section.
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   Figure 4.13 shows the plot of the eye-opening voltage versus the normalized impedance. The atten-

uation parameter n is fixed to O.4 and the input bit rate is varied from 15Gbps to 80Gbps. Figure 4.13

also shows that the proposed rnethod is close to the results of the circuit simulation. When the bit

rate is Iow, the eye-opening monotonically increases as the normalized impedance increases. As the

bit rate becomes higher, the maximum value appears and the normalized impedance that makes the

eye-opening maximum becomes smaller. At the 40Gbps or higher, the eye-opening of open-ended

(Zl, = oo) transmission-lines becomes almost zero. On the other hand, if the termination is adjusted to

the optimal value, the eye-opening is over 150mV at the 80Gbps. From Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13, the

resistive termination is necessary when the attenuation is strong and the input bit rate is high.

4.4 Trade-off analysis of on-chip interconnects

The proposed analytical performance estimation provides the trade-off curves of the interconnects.

In this section, the performance tradeoffs among signaling scheme, bit rate, interconnect length and

attenuation are shown.

   The equations derived in Section 4.2 provide a trade-off curve b.etween bit rate and interconnect

length. Figure 4.14 shows the curves of single-end signaling and differential signaling. The condition

is the same as that of Section 4.3. In Fig. 4,14, Vieq means the required eye opening Vey. for signal

comparison. ILeq depends on the sensitivity and noise margin of the receiver. The trade-off curve of

single-end signaling does not change so drastically by Vl,q. On the other hand, the trade-off curve of

differential signaling strongly depends on V}.q. As Vi,q becomes smaller, the advantage of differential

signaling becomes larger. Generally speaking, the comparison ability of differential receiver is higher,

and differential signaling does not suffer from the integrity of the reference voltage given to the receiver

[104]. If V},q is O.25Vlid, differential signaling can achieve 100Gbps communications on 10mm length

interconnect. On the other hand, single-end signaling can perfbrm 25Gbps signaling on 10mm length
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10mm length)

ized impedance (with various bit rate, n = O.4,

interconnects, and if the bit rate is 100Gbps, interconnect length has to be within 2.5mm.

   Figure 4.15 shows the trade-off curves between length and bit rate with variovs attenuation param-

eter n. V}eq is equal to O.25Vlid. From Fig. 4.15, the performance of differential signaling depends on

the attenuation, and it gets close to single-end signaling as the attenuation becomes large, because Vl..,

decreases.

   From the ･above discussion, differential signaling is much superior to single-end signaling when ,

li},q is small and n is not too small. Exploiting the better comparison characteristics of the differential

receiver, we can receive the benefit of differential signaling.

   An example of eye diagram is shown. Figure 4.16 is the eye diagram of 80Gbps signaling on

10mm difiierential transmission-line. From Fig. 4.16, the 80Gbps signal transmission can be realized

if the receiver sensitivity iV}.q is O.15Vl The simulation conditions are the same as those explained in

Section 4.3. The eye opening is roughly consistent with the analytical estimation and this result shows

the validity of the analytical performance estimation.

4.5 Design Guideline for resistive tetmination

The proposed formulae provide a design guideline that indicates when the resistive termination should

be used. From the derived formulae, the sensitivity of the eye-opening against the resistance variation

is derived. The optimal termination by the proposed method maximizes the eye-opening voltage and

minimize the sensitivity to the resistance variation.

4.5.1 'Ilerminationformaximizingtheeye-openingvoltage

The resistance value where the eye-opening becomes maximum is derived from the derivative of

Eq. (4.8). From the solution of the equation OVhy.10Zh = O, the normalized impedance that makes
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                                                                                 (4,12)       Zn         - (T-1) (1 -21og n)+n(2-T) '
where a parameter T is defined as l,-.fr = T for simplicity. If the denominator of Eq. (4.12) closes to

zero, the optimal normalized impedance reaches infinity. The bit rate where the denominator becomes

zero is calculated from the equation

                                T- t, 1- 2n -2logn
                                 ttof =1-n-21ogn' (4･13)

This equation indicates a critical bit rate. When the bit rate is higher than the critical rate, resistive

termination is effective, and otherwise open-ended termination is optimal.

   Figure 4. 17 shows the relatiQnship between the bit rate and the optimal normalized impedance. The

curves are the optimal normalized impedance and the vertical dashed lines are the borders determined

by Eq. (4.13). From Fig. 4.17, the optimal normalized impedance becomes smaller as the bit rate

becomes higher. The optimal normalized impedance also depends on the attenuation. The region

where the resistive termination is effective is larger when the attenuation is strong (the attenuation

parameter n is small). From the discussion above, the resistive termination is more effective where the

bit rate is high and the attenuation is strong.

eye-opening maximum is expressed as

           (1 -2log n) {(1 - T) - n(2 - T)} - l-2 log nl n(1 -2log n)(1 - 7')(2 - T)

4.5.2 Sensitivity to the variation of resistance

In recent design, taking process variation into account is significantly important and the discussion on

the sensitivity to the variation is necessary to decide the design margin.

   The derivative of Eq. (4.8) means how the eye-opening changes when the normalized impedance

changes. Therefore this derivation can be used as an indicator of the sensitivity to the resistance
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varlatlon. The sensitivity of eye-opening to the variation of resistance value is defined as

s=
Zh OVI:ye

Vli, OZh
(4.14)

The sensitivity S means the eye-opening variation in the percentage of the supply voltage when the

resistance value of terminator changes 1%. If the terminator has the optimal resistance determined by

the method in Section 4.5.1, the ,sensitivity S is equal to zero. Therefore the optimal resistance that

makes the eye-opening maximum is also optimal from the viewpoint of process variatioR.

   Figure 4.18 shows the sensitivity S and the normalized impedance. From Fig. 4.18, the normalized

impedance where the sensitivity becomes maximum is smaller than the optimal nornialized impedance.

The sensitivity becomes maximum where Z. = 1.2 at 1OGbps and Zh = O.5 at 80Gbps. Therefbre the

termination whose resistance value is smaller than the optimal is sensitive to process variation. As

mentioned in Section 1.1.5, smaller terminator resistance increases the power dissipation. From the

discussion above, designers should not use smaller terminator resistance than the optimal resistance,

because all performance metrics, tolerance to process variation, power dissipation and eye-opening

degrade.

4.6 Summary

The perfbrmance limitation of on-chip interconnect is discussed. It is important to know the maximum

performance and performance trade-off to choose a proper signaling scheme, Firs't analytical expres-

sions for performance estimation are derived. By some assumptions, the maximum eye opening volt-

age is expressed by attenuation parameter n, interconnect length l and pulse shape. Then the analytical

estimation is verified by circuit simulation. The analytical estimation is valid in crosstalk-controlled

interconnect structures even though the estimation does not consider crosstalk and dispersion. The
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analytical estimation gives trade-off curves of interconnect performance. The advantage of differential

signaling is significant when the attenuation is not so severe.

   Then a design guideline is derived from the proposed analytical model. The analytical eye-opening

estimation provides the optimal termination that makes the eye-opening maximum. The proposed

guideline is especially ethcient at the early stage of circuit design because the analytical model requires

･only the fundamental parameters, i.e. input bit rate, characteristic impedance and attenuation of the

transmission-line. The optimal termination by the guideline minimize the sensitivity to the variation of

the terminator resistance. By using the proposed method, designers can decide the termination of the

signal wire and the design margin for the variation of the resistance value.

   As the operating frequency becomes high, the effect of the waveform distortion becomes signif-

icant. Future work includes to develop a performance prediction considering the effect of waveform

distortion.
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Chapter 5

Driver/Receiver design for high-speed

signaling

5.1 Introduction

In this chapters buffers for on-chip signaling are discussed. In contrast to conventional logic gates,

driver circuits for on-chip transmission-line have to be aware of impedance matching and the at-

tenuation of. the interconnect. When driving on-chip transmission-lines, impedance matching to the

characteristic impedance is an important to prevent multiple refiection. In on-chip transmission-line,

resistance loss is large and the signal attenuate while propagating.'Therefore driver circuits must have

enough voltage swing, or else the receiver circuit cannot sense the signal from the .arri'ved waveform.

Receiver circuits are the circuits to sense the signal and amplify the signal for the following logic

gates. The design of driver circuits, receiver circuits and transmission-lines are interdependent with

each other.

   In this chapter, design of the driver and the receiver of on-chip long distance interconnects are dis-

cussed. First a sizing method for a static CMOS driver is proposed. Driver sizing methods that take

transmission-line effects into consideration has been proposed [26, 66, 95] and using an impedance-

matched driver is a common practice. The discussion in Chapter 4 is also based on an impedance-

matched driver. The proposed driver sizing is a method to improve the performance by using an

impedance-unmatched driver. On-chip interconnects are lossy and the traveling wave attenuates.

Though impedance matching is achieved at the near-end, sufficient voltage wave does not necessar-

ily reach to the far-end. 'I}aking attenuation into consideration, higher amplitude should be iojected to

the near-end by using the stronger driver than the impedance-matched driver. However an impedance-

unmatched driver involves multiple--reflection and it may cause a ringing problem. Ref. [951 does

not care ringing in driver sizing, though ringing harmfu11y affect circuit behaviors [5]. The proposed

method resizes a driver to the necessary and suthcient strength according to the attenuation property,

and hence the proposed method can prevent a ringing problem. The proposed method therefore pro-

vides signal propagation at the velocity of electromagnetic without overshoot, undershoot and ringing.

   Then a performance estimation method for CML buffers is proposed. Reference [20] introduces

fundamentals of CML buffer and discusses the signal propagation delay. However the throughput is
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becoming more important metric than latency [80]. In this section, bandwidth-driven CML design is

proposed. The proposed method focuses the pole location of the linearized system. The observation

shows that there are strong correlation between the pole location and the opening of the eye-diagram.

By focusing the pole location, a guideline fbr the number of stages or the taper factor in a cascaded

configuration is obtained. Moreover, CML can achieve the highest performance aMrmable in a cer-

tain process, therefore the performance prediction of CML buffers provides the maximum operating

frequency that can be realized in the process. The pole can be estimated from several parameters pre-

dicted in a roadmap [4] and the proposed method also provides the performance prediction of the future

processes.

5.2 CMOS driver sizing for lossy transmission-lines

This section discusses a driver sizing method fbr lossy transmission-lines. In CMOS driver design, the

relationship between the driver output impedance and the characteristic impedance of the transmission--

line is important. This section proposes a driver sizing method for lossy transmission-lines.

   For simplicity, a driver sizing for lossless transmission-lines is explained and derive the driver

sizing formula by using the equivalent driver resistance. Then a driver sizing method that can handle

lossy transmission-lines is proposed.

5.2.1 Modelingofon-chipinterconnects

In this section, a co-planer structure is used for evaluation. A signal line is adjacent to a' ground line

as shown in Fig. 5.1. The resistance, the inductance and the capacitance are extracted by using a field-

solver. The interconnect parameters, such as line width, thickness, spacing and vertical distance to

uppetilower layers etc., are decided from O.18-O.05um processes predicted in the ITRS roadmap [105]

and those of an actual O.13#m process. As explained above, transmission-line effects are remarkable

on the interconnects with 1arge width and thickness, such as global interconnects and clock wires.

Therefore the interconnects at the top level of metal layers are discussed. For example, the wire width

is 1600nm and thickness is 1000nm in a O.13#m process. Because resistance and inductance are

dependent on frequency, The frequency used for R and L extraction has to be determined. In this

section,' the significant frequency is used as the extraction frequency because waveforms at both of the

near-end and the far-end are evaluated. The modeling accuracy of interconnects does not relate with

the essence of the driver sizing. Therefore a certain amount of modeling error is not a serious matter.

The signal transition time 4 is decided to 30ps from a circuit simulation result of a ring oscillator. In

this case, the significant frequency is 1 IGHz. The transistor model is a predicted model based on the

ITRS roadmap [106], The model parameters are generated such that the I-V characteristics becomes

similar with those predicted in ITRS roadmap.

5.2.2 Driver output impedance and its impact en signal waveform

An important parameter of a transmission-line is the characteristic impedance Zb. The characteristic

impedance of a lossless transmission-line is expressed by Zd = VZ71i, where L and C is the inductance
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Signalline Groundline
Orthogonal layer

Figure 5.1: Interconnect structure for R, L, C extraction

near-end far-end

Zdrv Z
o ZL

Figure 5,2: The model of transmission-line

and the capacitance of the interconnect respectively. When the driver whose output impedance is Zlt,.

drives the wire with characteristic impedance Zb (Fig. 5.2), the voltage amplitude of the irijected wave

V at the output of the driver is expressed as

V= 4
zb+za,,

Vhd, (5.1)

where Vlid is the supply voltage. The iajected waveform is controlled by the output impedance of the

driver Zlt.. The refiection at the far-end is represented by the characteristic impedance Zb and the load

impedance ZL. The amplitude of the reflected wave X is expressed as

x-
Z,-Zb
ZL+Zb

va, (5.2)

where X is the amplitude of the traveling wave at the far-end of the transmission-line. At the near-end,

the reflected wave disappears when impedances ZL and Zb are matched. In CMOS circuits, the output

load is a relatively small capacitance, and hence the end of line can be assumed to be open-ended.

As the impedance of the open end is infinity, the refiected wave at the far-end have the same voltage

amplitude as that of the input wave. Therefore, the voltage at the far-end rises to the. twice of the input

voltage. For example, when the injected voltage whose amplitude is Vlid12 reaches the far-end, the

voltage at the far-end rises to Vhd, that is the sum of the traveling wave V. = Vhd12 and the reflected

voltage X = Vlid12･
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Figure 5.3: Result of impedance matching based on the driver modeling of [2]. (A O.13um process,

characteristic impedance 84S2, 5mm long wire, pMOS W7L = 442, nMOS VVIL = 158)

5.2.3 Equivalentdriveroutputresistance

Modeling a CMOS gate as a resistance is a widely-used technique, and some methods for evaluating

equivalent driver resistance are proposed. One simple method derives the equivalent resistance such

that the time required for chargingldischarging a capacitive load, that is the time constant of RC, be-

comes the same with the delay time of a CMOS driver [2]. This method is useful for the conventional

RC delay evaluation. However this method is not suitable for impedance matching of transmission-

lines. It is because this method assumes that the voltage changes from O to Vlid exponentially, although

the voltage on a transmission-line changes stepwise. An example of the driver sizing result is shown

in Fig. 5.3. The transistor widths are adjusted so that the equivalent resistance of the driver derived

by the above method become equal to the characteristic impedance. The interconnect is a lossless

transmission-line whose length is 5mm and characteristic impedance is 83.8S;!.

   If the driver resistance matches with the impedance of the transmission-line, the voltage iajected

into the transmissioR-line should be Vlid!2 = O.6V However as shown in Fig. 5.3, the voltage of over

O.6V appears at the near end. It is because the driver modeling method [2] overestimates the equivalent

resistance. Therefore this method is not suitable for impedance matching.

   An equivalent resistance is evaluated from the drain voltage and the drain current of MOSFETs.

The drain current of a transistor is represented as Ili(Vli), where Vli is the source-drain voltage. Then the

gate-source voltage Vg, is assumed to be the same as the supply voltage lilid. The equivalent resistance

of the standard-width(wo) transistor, R,qo, is defined as

                                 Reqo(Vli) " iaillvi al )' (5･3)

When the transistor width becomes w, times larger, the drain current is assumed to increase w,-

fold. This assumption is proper when the narrow channel effect can be ignored, i.e., (Channel width

W)1(Channel length L) is large. The equivalent resistance of the driver whose transistor width is w, xwo,
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Req, is represented as

                                    R.q=ReqO. (s.4)
                                          Ws
This resistance is proposed as the equivalent resistance of a driver. Using Eq. (5.4), the equivalent

resistance for various drivers whose transistor widths are different can be evaluated quickly without

any additional circuit simulations.

 5.2.4 DriverSizingforLosslessTtansmission-Lines

 Before discussing lossy transmission-lines, driver sizing for lossless transmission-lines is discussed for

 simplicity. The next section handles lossy transmission-lines.

    In lossless transmission-lines, impedance matching between driver and the transmission-liRe is

 solution for the signal propagation without overshoot, undershoot and ringing [26]. When impedance

matching is achieved, the voltage of injected wave is Vdd12. A full amount of voltage reflects at the

far-end and the voltage at the far-end rises to Vlid. At the near-end, no reflection occurs. In this

section, a method to achieve the impedance matching using the proposed equivalent output resistance

is explained. In the proposed driver resistance model, the equivalent resistance depends on the source-

drain voltage Va. Therefore the drain voltage Vh is determined first. Suppose the input signal of a

driver, whose transistor width is w, × wo, fa11s from supply voltage Vlid to O. In this case, pMOS pulls

up the output from O to Vhd. When the output voltage at the near-end of the interconnect rises to Vl,,.,

the source-drain voltage Vd of nMOS is Vh.,. The injected voltage at the near-end is determined by

Eq. (5.1).

                                          4
                                                Vhd, (5.5)                                Vl}ear =
                                      Reqo!Ws + Zb

where Zb is the characteristic impedance of the transmission-line. This equation can be transformed as

foIlows.

                                 ws = (vhlllil arvRhW.?)zb- (s･6)

This equation determines the size of driver w, that iajects voltage Vh,ar. Applying Vliear : Vlid12 to

Eq. (5.6), the gate width w, that achieves impedance matching is obtained. In this case, Zb = Reqolw,

holds. The proposed .technique can determine the driver size fast, because the driver resistance of

various sizes can be obtained instantly as explained in Sec. 5.2.3. The result of irnpedance matching is

shown in Fig. 5.4, where the interconnect structure of the evaluated transmission-line is the same with

that of Fig. 5.3. The Eq. (5.6) realizes impedance matching in high accuracy compared with Fig. 5.3.

5.2.5 Applicationtolossytransmission-lines

In this section, Eq. (5.6) is applied to lossy transmission-lines. In the case of lossy transmission-lines,

the propagating signal attenuates. Therefore the amplitude of the irljected wave has to be higher by the

amount of loss.

   For signal propagation, it is suthcient that the voltage at the far-end exceeds the logical threshold.

When the loss property become intensive, the voltage shifts continuously such as shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Because of this voltage shift, it is better to adjust the rise voltage at the fatr-end Iower than the supply

voltage Vlid. Here the rise voltage at the far-end is represented by r × Vad, where O < r < 1. This is
consistent with the conclusion of Sec. 5.2.6 that it is better to set r lower when the attenuation is large.

   In order to transmit a signal whose amplitude is r × Vlid to the far-end on lossy transmission-lines,

the amplitude of the traveling wave at the far-end has to be rVlid!2. The traveling wave reflects at the

fat-end and the voltage at the far-end rises to rVhd. On transmission-lines, the amplitude of a wave

attenuates exponentially with the attenuation constant a. If the shunt conductance is negligible, the

attenuation constant is expressed as

a= scL)C {R2 + (coL)2} - s (to2LC). (5.7)

The relationship between the voltage amplitude at the near-end Vl,.. and the amplitude at the far-end

Vfar is expressed as follows.

                                    Vftir"Vlieare-crl･ (5.8)

Therefore, in order to transmit a signal whose amplitude is Vfa, = rVlid!2 to the far--end, Vh.,, should be

      rVhd
Vhear =
      2e'at'

(5.9)

Removing Vliear from Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.9), the necessary and sufficient strength of the driver is given

by

                                   i'vs=(2e-r.Ri eeO,)zb･ (5.10)

Eq. (5.10) determines the driver strength that realizes the signal propagation at the velocity of electro-

magnetlc wave.

   An example of the driver sizing result is shown. The required amplitude at the far-end lii. is set

to 70% of the supply voltage. This value of 70% is the addition of the logical threshold voltage and a

certain amount of margin. In this case, Vfa, should be 35% of Vlid. The transistor sizes of the driver are

tuned by Eq. (5. 10) with the condition r = O.70. The result of circuit simulation is shown in Fig. 5.6.

   The same experiments in the other fabrication process are also examined. Fig. 5.7 shows the result

in a 50nm process. This figure shows that the signals propagate through the interconnect at the velocity

of electromagnetic wave without the disorder of the signal wavefbrm. The similar results are obtained

in the other processes,

5.2.6 Ringingcausedbyimpedancemismatch

The proposed method tunes the driver size stronger than impedance matching to compensate the loss.

When the impedance match is not achieved at the near-end, a wave on the transmission-line repeats

reflecting at both the ends of line. These refiections may cause ringing and ringing may distort the

waveform and prevent signal integrity. In order to avoid this problem, the wave which remains on a

line once after it reached the far-end should become small enough.
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    Here the conditions that the multiply-reflected wave becomes sufliciently small is discussed. The

 voltage amplitude of the wave on a transmission-line decreases to O gradually by attenuation and re-

 fiection at the near-end. The reflection at the far-end does not change the amplitude of the wave, since

 the far-end is open. Then the behavior of decreasing refiected wave is described by attenuation n = emai

 and reflection coeMcient r. The wave reflects at the near-end with the refiection coeMcient F where
                                                                                '
 r is represented as (R.q - Zb)1(R,q + Zb). The reflection reduces the voltage amplitude of the wave

 from V to FV, where V is the voltage amplitude before the reflection. The voltage amplitude of wave

 also decreases e-a-fold(Eq. (5.8)) by attenuation as the wave propagates on the line. The voltage V:2.

 is defined as the voltage amplitude of the wave after the i--th reflection at the near-end. Similarly VI:l

 represents the amplitude after the i-th reflection at the far-end.

                               (tiiar.=.X3,lf11rii?i).Vltvda,' , (s'")

 where n = e-at. As the voltage at the near-end rises, the equivalent resistance R,q changes. Although

 the reflection coethcient r changes, the reflection coefficient r is assumed to be constant.

                                     r= RR.℃iZ' (s.i2)

From Eqs. (5.5) and (5,9), the relationship among Zb, R,q, r and n can be expressed as

                                       Zb r
                                     Req+Zb=7.' (5･13)
r is transformed as follows from Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13).

                           F=1-2R,,k zb :1-21S.7 =1'i' (5'14)

From Eq. (5.14), it is clear that when n equals r, the reflection coeMcient becomes O and no reflections

occur at the near-end. The condition r = n means that impedance matching is achieved at the near-end.
V:l),, and VEil are expressed as follbws using the variables of i, n and r.

                             (t',,'a'.=,ty3,:i(,1--;i,Z',ilr,i?,, . ,, (s.is)

   The voltage amplitude of the wave reflected at the near-end after one round trip, V:gl,, is evaluated

under various values of n and r. The variable r, which represents the normalized amplitude of the

signal transmitted to the far-end, is varied between O.5 and 1. The results are shown in Fig. 5.8.

   At a glance, the maximum voltage of the reflected wave is as much as 25% of the supply voltage.

However this maximum voltage can be reduced by tuning r according to n. wnen an interconnect is

given, the attenuation n is fixed, but r is usually tunable. The reflections at the near-end can be removed

by equalizing r to n. In this case, the driver impedance is matched with the characteristic impedance

of the line. Even when the minimum value of r, r.i. is given and r can not be set to n, The multiple-

reflection is suppressed by setting r to the closest value to n. An example of r.i. = O.8 is highlighted by

a thick line in Fig. 5.8. As you see, the amplitude of the reflected wave is decreased by the acljustment

of r. The maximum amplitude is below 10% of the supply voltage. The proposed method therefore

can propagate signals without overshoot, undershoot and ringing.
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Figure 5.9 : A tapered static CMOS buffer.

5.3 Bandwidth of static CMOS drivers

In this section the ban
            '

dwidth of static CMOS drivers is discussed.

5.3.1 [IhperedstaticCMOSdrivers

Figure 5.9 shows a tapered CMOS buffer. When the load of the buffer is an on-chip transmission-line,

the characteristic impedance is typically from 50Sl! to 1009. 'Ib achieve impedance matching with

the on-chip interconnect, the size of transistors becoMes large. For example in a 90nm process, the

transistor size has to be WIL = 508 for the pMOS transistor and WIL = 212 for the nMOS traRsistor.

The tapered buffer is an effective technique to compose such large inverters. In Fig. 5.9, N is the

number of stages and u is the taper factor. Each stage of the tapered buffer is u times larger than the

previous stage. The final stage of the tapered buffer is uN-i times larger than the first stage. Here the

ratio uN-i is written as X for simplicity.

   As the taper factor u becomes smaller, the load capacitance of each stage becomes relatively small
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Figure 5.1O: Experimental circuit for eye-diagram evaluation.

and the operating frequency is improved. However the large number of stages is required to reduce

the taper factor. As the number of stages increases, the power dissipation increases. As assuming that

the power dissipation is proportional to the gate width, the power dissipation of the tapered buffer is

expressed as

                                #., u li = P'11-.( 11!1".)", (s 16)

where Pi is the power dissipation of th

and the power dissipation.

e final stage. Therefbre there is a trade off between the bandwidth

5.3.2 BandwidthoftaperedCMOSbufurs

Here the bandwidth of tapered CMOS buffers is experimentally evaluated by circuit simulation [19].

The experimental circuit is shown in Fig. 5.1O. The transistors in the final stage are tuned to have 50S;]t

output impedance. A 90nm process is assumed as the transistor model and the transistor sizes of the

final stage are W7L ' : 508 for the pMOS transistor and WIL = 212 for the nMOS transistor. rlb evaluate

'the buffer performance, no load is connected to the output of the final stage. The input is a random

NRZ pulse sequence whose pulse shape is the trapezoidal. The eye-diagram at the output of the final

stage is evaluated.

   The number of stages is changed under the situations that the ratio X is 3, 9 or 27. The operating

frequency versus the eye opening voltage is shown in Fig. 5.11-Fig. 5.13. As show in Fig. 5.11-

Fig. 5.13, the maximum operating frequency increases as the taper factor is reduced. From the ex-

perimental results, the eMciency of increasing the stages decreases as the number of stages increases.

When designing tapered CMOS drivers,, the number of stages should be determined with consideration

of the trade off between the bandwidth and the power dissipation.

5.4 CML drivetireceiver design based on the pole frequency

This section proposes a performance estimation method of a CML buffer.

cuses the pole location of the tapered CML buffer and estimates the bandwi

The proposed method fo-

dth.
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Figure 5.14: Tapered driver.

5.4.1 [IhperedCMLbuffer

On-chip CML driver has to drive a differential transmission-line. The characteristic impedance of on-

chip differential lines is typically in the range from 509 to 200Sl!. 'Ib drive such low impedance load,

tapered driver is used. Therefore the number of stages and the taper factor are also design parameters.

   Figure 5.14 shows a tapered driver. In Fig. 5.14, the number of stages is N and the taper factor is

u. In this discussion, the input stage of the tapered driver is written as the lst stage. The last stage is

the N-th stage. The transistor size and the bias current gradually scale up with the taper factor u. In

opposite, the pull up resistance scales down with the taper factor u. The relationship between the k-th

stage and the k + 1-st stage is expressed as

RDk., = RDklu

Wk+i=uWk ,
Ilailk.i = UIIailk

(5.17)

the subscript k + 1 and k denote the (k + 1)-st stage and the k-th stage respectively. The parameter X is

the ratio between the first stage and the last stage and is equal to uN-i.

   The latency of tapered CML buffer is discussed in Ref. [20] and Ref. [20] concludes that the delay

of CML buffer has similarity with static CMOS buffer and the number of stages becomes optimal when

the number of stages N satisfies

                                     Nbl ln (uN-i). (5.18)

In other word, the optimal taper factor is Napier's constant e. However the bandwidth is also an

important metric of CML driver. In the foIIowing part, a design guideline to maximize the bandwidth

is proposed.

5.4.2 PolefrequencyoftaperedCMLbuffbrs

The frequency characteristics of the small signal gain of CML buffers is discussed.

   As the taper factor is scaled down, the bandwidth of each stage increases because the load capac-

itance of each stage decreases. However as the number of stages increases, the gain of cascade driver

drops quickly in high frequency. The proposed method focuses the frequency characteristic of the

voltage gain. A factor that decides the frequency characteristics is the pole frequency of the system.
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Figure 5.15: Gain curve of tapered driver.

Except for the final stage, the load of each stage is the CML buffer in the next stage. The load of the

nMOS transistor of the k-th stage is the pull-up resistor RD,, drain-backgate capacitance CDB,and the

gate capacitance of the next stage CG,., . Therefore the pole frequency cvp, is expressed by

1

Cdpk = RDk (CDBk + CGk+1)'
(5.19)

Here by defining the pull-up resistance, the drain-backgate capacitance and the gate capacitance of the

final stage as RD, CDB and CG respectively, Eq. (5.19) is rewritten as

1 1

C`)Pk = uN-kRD(.C.D-B, + ..C-f-,) RD (CDB + UCG)
(5.20)

Therefore the poles of each stage except the final stage are at the same frequency. Figure 5.15 shows

gain curves of tapered driver. The driver is designed for ditferential transmission-line whose differential

characteristic impedance is 100st. The fabrication technology is a 90nm CMOS process. In the final

stage, the pull-up resistance is 50S), the transistor size WIL is 675 and the bias current is 9.6mA. The

ratio of the first and the last stage X is fixed to 9 and the number of stages is changed. The smooth

curves in Fig. 5.15 are calculated by a circuit simulation [19] and piecewise-linear curves are derived

from the pole frequency calculated by Eq. (5.20). When the number of stages is 2, the pole frequency

is relatively low because the taper factor u is large and the load capacitance is 1arge. As the number of

stages increases, the taper factor decreases and the pole location shifts to higher frequency.

   The pole frequency is based on a small signal analysis. Rigidly speaking, this small signal analysis

has a certain error because the voltage amplitude of CML buffers cannot be assumed as zero. Next

section experimentally verifies the correlation between pole frequeRcy based on small signal analysis

and the eye-diagram by transient analysis.
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5.4.3 Performanceestimationbasedonthepolefrequency

'Ib discuss the effect of the frequency characteristics on time-domain waveforms, eye--diagrams are

evaluated. The experimental circuit is shown in Fig. 5.16. The tapered driver is designed as discussed

above. The maximum differential output voltage AVi.,. = 2RD4.ii is O.48Vl The transistor model is

adopted from a 90nm process. 'Ib evaluate the performance of the driver, the load of the final stage is

an ideal resistor that has the same value as the differential characteristic impedance of the transmission-

line. The input is a random NRZ pulse sequence. The pulse shape is a trapezoidal pulse that the

transition time is one tenth of the minimum pulse width. The eye-diagram at the output of the final

stage is evaluated.

   Figure 5.17, Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19 shows the eye-opening voltage in terms of the clock frequency.

The ratio between the first stage and the last stage X is varied in 3, 9 and 27, As the clock frequency

becomes higher, the eye-diagram degrades and the eye-opening voltage decreases. The arrows in

the top of figure points the pole frequency calculated by Eq. (5.20). From Figs. 5.17-5.19, the pole

frequency indicates the frequency where the eye-diagram starts degrading. The pole frequency depends

on the taper factor u, thus the necessary taper factor can be determined by the pole frequency expressed

by Eq. (5.20).

   Figure 5.20 shows the pole frequency versus the taper factor of the driver used for Figs. 5.17-5.19.

As the taper factor closes to 1, the frequency of the pole frequency becomes higher. However in order

to. decrease the taper factor, the number of stages has to be increased. Figure 5.21 shows the pole

frequency as the function of the number of stages. The taper factor u is expressed as

u = xl f(N-1). (5.21)

Therefore as the number 6f stages increases, the eMciency of adding the stage decreases. On the other

hand, the power dissipation increases as the number of stages increases. The dashed line in Fig. 5.21

shows the sum of the bias current normalized by the current in the' final stage. The sum of the current

is expressed as

                                #.,.i.La!i,=4,,iii-(iill".)", (s22)

where L.ii is the bias current in the final stage. As shown in Fig. 5.21, the sum of the current is almost

proportional to the number of stages. From the discussion above, increasing the stages improves the

maximum operating frequency and increases the power dissipation at the same time. As the number of
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Figure 5.21 : The pole frequency and the total bias
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stages increases, the ratio of bandwidth improvement decrease though the increase of the power dissi-

pation is almost linear to the number of stages. For example, when the number of stages is changed

from 3 stages to 4 stages, the bandwidth improves by 31% and the power dissipation increases by 23%.

However in the case that the number of stages is changed from 4 stages to 5 stages, the improvement

of the bandwidth is only 13% in spite of the 19% power dissipation increase. Therefore the number of

stages should be determined considering the trade off between the performance and the power dissipa-

tion and the proposed method provides the cost performance estimation with regard to the number of

stages.

5.4.4 Output amplitude and the performance of CML buffers

Here the relationship between the output amplitude and the bandwidth of CML driver is discussed.

When the output amplitude is changed, the tail current changes because the pull up resistance RD

is fixed to the characteristic impedance of the interconnect. The gate width of the nMOS transistor

depends on the tail current and the capacitances vary with the gate width.

   From Eq. (1.4), the gate width W is proportional to the tail current L.ii and the inverse of the square

of the output voltage V6,t. The tail current is expressed as

                                      4.ii= 116Ut. (5'23)
                                            RD

This equation leads to the gate width as

                                            2L
                                   W= . (5.24)                                       #CoxRDAV6ut

Therefore the gate width becomes small as the output voltage becomes 1arge because the gate-source

voltage of the nMOS transistor increases. From above discussion, the bandwidth of the CML driver im-

proves as the output amplitude incteases. Figure 5.22 shows the eye-opening when the output voltage

is changed. The transistor model and the load of the CML driver is the same as those of Section 5.4.3.
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Figure 5.22 : Output amplitude and the bandwidth of CML buffer (X = 9, 4 stages).

The ratio between the first stage and the final stage is fixed to 9 .and the number of stages is fixed to 4.

The output voltage is varied from O.18V to O.36Vl The eye-openings are evaluated by circuit simula-

tion [19] and the dashed line labeled "Pole location by the proposed equation"'shows'the relationship

between the output voltage and the pole frequency. From Fig. 5.22, the bandwidth improves as the

output voltage increases. Figure 5.22 also shows that the frequency where the eye-opening starts to

degrade is predictable by the proposed formula, Eq. (5.20).

   When the output voltage is changed, the bandwidth and the power dissipation are proportional to

the output voltage. Therefbre if the maximum bandwidth is required, the output voltage has to be set

to the threshold voltage because the output voltage is limited by the threshold voltage to operate in

saturation region. In the case of Fig. 5.22, the threshold voltage in saturation region is O.37V and the

maximum bandwidth is 29GHz.

5.4.5 PerformancepredictionofCMLbuffers

By using Eq. (5.20), the maximum performance of the future process can be predicted. From Eq. (5.20),

the pole frequency depends on the pull-up resistance, the drain-backgate capacitance, the gate capaci-

tance and the taper factor. The resistance is determined the characteristic impedance of the transmission-

line and the characteristic impedance does not change drastically by technology scaling. For simplicity,

two rules are assumed.

e wnen the gate length L is scaled, the area of the drain scales in the same ratio. By this assump-

  tion, the drain-backgate capacitance can be considered to be proportional to the product of the

  gate length L and the gate width VV.

e The drain-backgate capacitance par area scales in the same ratio as the gate capacitance par area.
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From Eq. (1.2), the gate width is proportional to L/(ItC..). As a result, if the transmission-line to d

and the taper factor is fixed, the pole frequency wp has the nature expressed as

rive

(L)p oc

VCox 1

L2 RD(CDB+uCG)'
(5.25)

As the technology scales, #C.. increases and the gate length L and the gate capacitance decreases [4].

Assuming the capacitance CDB scales at the same ratio as the gate capacitance CG, the perfbrmance

trend is predicted as shown in Fig. 5.23. The x-axis is the technology node and the y-axis is the pole

frequency normalized by the value at the 100nm process. The characteristics of the future process

are taken from a roadmap [4]. From Fig. 5.23, the performance of the CML driver improves as the

technology scales. The pole frequency expressed by Eq. (5.20) indicates the maximum performance of

CML driver in a certain fabrication process. Therefore combining the performance prediction of on-

chip interconnect proposed in Section 4.2 and that discussed in this section, the maximum performance

of the system can be estimated.

5.4.6 DesignofCMLreceivers

The CML receiver is also the CML buffer shown in Fig. 1.17. The difference between CML drivers and

CML receivers is their constraint of the pull up resistance RD. In the CML driver, the pull up resistance

has to be matched with the characteristic impedance of the interconnect. The CML receiver has more

design freedom than the driver because the pull up resistance can be varied.

   Here the output voltage is assumed to be determined by the next logic gates of the receiver. From

Eq. (5.24), the gate width of the transistor is proportional to the inverse of the pull up resistance RD.

When the resistance RD increases, the tail current 4,il decreases and the nMOS transistor is shrunk.

Therefore the product RDCDB is constant value even if the resistance RD is changed. The pole frequency
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of the receiver is expressed as

                                            1
                                  `ZVP=RD (CDB+ci.), (5.26)

where CDB is the drain-backgate capacitance of the receiver and Ci, is the input capacitance of the next

logic gates. If the output voltage V6.t and the capacitance Ci. are fixed, the pole frequency is controlled

by the resistance RD and there is a trade off between the pole frequency and the tail current. As the

resistance RD increases, the pole location shifts to lower frequency and the tail current decreases. By

using Eq. (5.20) in receiver design, the necessary and suthcient bandwidth is realized and the power

dissipation can be suppressed to the minimum.

5.5 Summary
In this chapter, the driver and the receiver design for on-chip interconnects is discussed. First, a driver

sizing method for lossy transmission-lines in VLSI is proposed. Impedance matching is a common

practice in design of transmission-line drivers, The proposed method uses an impedance-unmatched

driver to improve the performance of the signaling system. The proposed method determines the in- .

jected voltage properly considering attenuation and reflection. Therefore the proposed method realizes

the signal propagation at the velocity of electromagnetic wave without deteriorating waveforms. The

proposed method is experimentally verified that the proposed method is effective in O.1 8-O.05ptm tech-

nologies. In this thesis, the impedance-unmatched driver is discussed only on static CMOS drivers.

Applying this method to CML drivers isafuture work. ' '
   Then a bandwidth estimation of CML buffers based on the pole frequency is proposed. By focus-

ing the pole frequency of tapered CML driver, the proposed method derives the relationship between

the number of stages or the taper factor and the bandwidth of CML driver. The effect of increasing

the stages on the bandwidth and the power dissipation is expressed by simple equations. The proposed

method also provides the perfbrmance prediction in future process. Combining the method and the per-

forniance prediction of on-chip interconnects proposed in the previous chapter indicates the maximum

performance that can be realized in a certain process.
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Chapter 6

Design methodology of on-chip high-speed

signaling

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, theperfbrmance of on-chip high-speed signaling.systems is discussed. The performance

of on-chip interconnects is discussed in Chapter 4 and the performance of the driver and the receiver'is

discussed in Chapter 5. This chapter merges these two performance estimation methods and proposes

a performance estimation of the total signaling system. Conventionally, on-chip signaling is single-

end and static CMOS drivetireceiver are used. The bottleneck of the signaling system was the CMOS

driver, however as improving the performance of transistors, interconnects have been becoming the

bottleneck of the system. Therefore it is important to discuss the performance of the interconnect and

that of the drivetireceiver together. Moreover there is an option to use differential signaling and CML

buffers. As discussed so fat, CML and differential signaling can achieve high performance but they

requires much cost in the power dissipation and the interconnect resource. It is also a crucial problem

in which situation the differential signaling is required.

   This chapter proposes a performance estimation method based on the methods discussed in Chap-

ters 4 and 5. The proposed method provides the maximum performance of the conventional single-

end signaling and the. differential signaling using CML. The performance estimation by the proposed

method is based on analytical perfbrmance estimation and the required parameters can be obtained

in the early stage of circuit design. The selection of the signaling method strongly affects the entire

chip design because it may Iimit the whole chip performance and the required power and interconnect

resource are quite different between single-end signaling and differential signaling. Therefbre which

method should be used is a crucial problem. The contribution of the proposed method is providing a

design guideline of on-chip signaling in the early stage of circuit design.

6.2 Interconnectsunderstudy

First the interconnect structure under study is explained. 'Ib discuss the maximum performance, thick

and wide interconnects are used. The cross section of the structure is shovvn in Fig. 6.1. The intercon-
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Figure 6.1: Sectional structure of the interconnects under study.

nects are assumed to be in the top layer of a certain process and the thickness of the wire is 1ptm. The

width ofeach interconnect is 4Itrn to reduce the resistance loss, The spacing is adjusted so that the char--

acteristic impedance becomes 50S2 for single-end and 100S2 for differential. The dielectric constant is

3.0 assuming that a low-k dielectric is used. By a 2D field-solver, the frequency dependent characteris-

tics are extracted. In analytical performance estimation, the characteristics at the frequency determined

by the method proposed in Chapter 3 are used. For example, the extraction frequency is 8.6GHz for

5mm long single-end line. The attenuation constant a is 7INp!m in the single-end interconnect and is

89Nplm in the differential pair at the extraction frequency.

6.3 Performance of singRe-end signaling

This section discusses the performance of the conventional single-end signaling using static CMOS in- ･

verters. The maximum performance of the static CMOS buffer depends on the characteristic impedance

of the interconnect and the taper factor. For example, the maximum operating frequency of 4-staged

buffer whose taper factor is 2.1 is about 15GHz from Fig. 5.12. The performance of open-ended

transmission-line is discussed in Chapter 4 and here the equations of the eye opening voltage is re-

described.
                        vsye =(tl'liiii ..(T.lt')+2n-1 EI; 221IO.i], (6 1)

where n is the attenuation parameter and it is equal to exp(-al), ev is the attenuation constant, l is the

interconnect length, v is the speed of electromagnetic wave, T and t, are the minimum pulse width

and the transient time of the input pulse respectively, and tt.f is the signal time-oflflight. The supply

voltage is assumed as 1VL In the fo11owing discussion, the transition time t, is assumed as one tenth of

the minimum pulse width T. Here the required eye--opening at the input of the receiver is written as

l4eq. From Eq. (6.1), the maximum operating frequency A.,. is expressed as

             vfinax = "t =S(i-9) u, (x:in2.+ i) = illt7 ti, (v},i, -- n2.+i) (6'2)

Above equation indicates that as the required receiver input V}.q closes to the voltage (2n - 1), the

maximum operating frequency increases up to infinity. The meaning of the voltage (2n - 1) is shown
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Figure 6.3: Performance limitation of the single-

end signaling with various required eye-opeRing.

Figure 6.4: Performance limitation of the single-

end signaling with various attenuation parame-

ters.

in Fig. 6.2. By assuming the impedance matching at the near-end, the rise voltage qt the far-end is

n. Therefore the eye-opening voltage at the transition is (2n - 1). If the voltage (2n - 1) exceeds the

required eye-opening V}.q, the maximum eye-opening Ixl,y. certainly exceeds the required eye opening

V}eq'

   Figure 6.3 shows the performance limitation of the single-end interconnect shown in Fig. 6.1. The

horizontal line labeled "limitation of driver" shows the performance limitation of a static CMOS driver

discussed in Section 5.3. The region surrounded with x-axis, y-axis, the limitation of driver and the

limitation of interconnect is the region where the single-end signaling using a static CMOS Iogic is

functional. As the receiver input V,q becomes larger, the performance degrades and the interconnect

length where the voltage X,q becomes equal to 2n - 1 becomes short. This is because that the large

receiver input is difficult to realize on long interconnects due to their attenuation. Figure 6.4 shows the

performance limitations with various attenuation constants. As discussed in Chapter 4, the sensitivity

to the attenuation is relatively low and the curves do not shift drastically even if the attenuation con-

stant is tripled. Therefore the required receiver input il4,q is an important parameter for the single-end

signaling.
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   In reality, eye-diagram degrades because of the waveform distortion caused by the dispersion of

the interconnect characteristics. 'Ib suppress the waveform distortion, several techniques are developed

[30,107,108]. These methods improve signal integrity and close the situation to that assumed in

Chapter 4.

6.4 Performanceofdifferentialsignaling

The similar discussipn with the previous section is applicable to the differential signaling. From the

performance estimation in Chapter 4, the maximum operating frequency limited by the interconnect is

expressed as

                                  g 1-lgg. -n
                           "fihaX = bo llv(vieq-2n+ i.ii.g.)' , (6'3)

In this equation, the parameter of the receiver input X.q is the amplitude in differential. From Eq. (6.3),

the interconnect does not limit the performance in the region

                                             1.
                                XeqS2n-1.1.g.' (6'4)
                                                                            '
   Figure 6.5 shows the performance limitation of the differential signaling using a CML. Ttrade-off

curves are obtained from the discussion in Chapter 4. The difference frpm static CMOS buffers is that

CML buffers have the limitation in the output amplitude. As explained in Chapter 5, the maximum

oUtput voltage of the CML driver is limited to the threshold voltage Vft,. Using the receiver input Xeq

and the attenuation parameter n, this constraint is written as

                                    l4eq -< 2nVth.

Because of this requirement, the length of the interconnect is limited.

(6.5)

6.5 Comparisonbetweensingle-endsignalinganddifferentialsig-

      naling

This section compares the single-end signaling and the diderential signaling and discusses in which

situation the single-end signaling or the differential signaling should be used.

6.5.1 Required noise margin of single-end signaling and difft)rential signaling

As discussed in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4, the required receiver input V},q is an important parameter

that determines the entire performance. In ideal case, the receiver input V},q is determined from the

input-output curve of the receiver. However in real chips, a certain amount of noise margin is required

to guarantee the correct operation. Single-end signaling is susceptible to the noise and requires larger

noise margin than differential signaling. A crucial problem for the receiver is powetiground bounce
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Figure 6.5: Perfbrmance limitation of the differential signaling.

[1 09]. Especially in static CMOS circuits, current surge of switching cause larger powetiground bounce

than CML buffers [31]. Reference [20] reports that the powetiground bounce may exceed the half of

the supply voltage. On the other hand, CML buffer can reject the common-mode noise because of the

differential architecture. Moreover static current flow prevents the large current surge and suppress the

poweofground bounce.

6.5.2 , Single-end signaling versus difllerential signaling

Figure 6.6 show the estimated performance limitation of the conventional single-end signaling and the

differential signaling using CMLs. The transistor model is assumed as a 90nm process whose supply

voltage is 1.0Vl The interconnect structure is the same as shown in Fig. 6.1. The required receiver

input li},q is O.4V (O.IV at each side) in differential signaling and is O.8V in single-end signaling. The

number of stages of tapered driver is 4 and the taper factor is 2.08 for both the single-end signaling

and the differential signaling. 'Ib maximize the bandwidth, the output voltage of the CML driver is

set to the threshold voltage. The noise margin for powerlground bounce is assumed to be 20% of the

supply voltage in differential signaling and 60% in single-end signaling. As shown in Fig. 6.6, the

CML driver limits the whole perfbrmance. In Fig. 6.6, the region is hatched where the differential

signaling using CML is the only solution. When the interconnect length is short, the difference of

the system performance is the difference of the driver performance. The CML driver can achieve

about twice-higher operating frequency comparing with the static CMOS driver. As the interconnect

length becomes large, the interconnect performance becomes the bottleneck in the single-end signaling.

As shown 'in Fig. 6.6, the maximum performance of single-end signaling drops in 4mm or longer

interconnect. On the other hand, the maximum performance of the differential signaling is always

limited by the performance of the CML driver. On 4mm or shorter interconnect, the performance

of the differential signaling is about twice of that of the single-end signaling. As the interconnect

becomes longer, the advantage of the differential signaling becomes larger. The differential signaling
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can operate at 3 times faster on 5mm long interconnect and 3.8 times faster on 6mm long interconnect.

Therefore the differential signaling using CML buffers is suitable to the high-speed and long-distance

signaling. However on 7mm or longer interconnect, CML driver cannot transmit the signal because

of the constraint of Eq. (6.5). The proposed method provides the guidelines in which situation the

differential signaling should be used.

6.6 Summary
An analytical performance estimation of on-chip high-performance signaling is proposed. The pro-

posed method is based on the method in Chapter 4 about interconnects and is based on the discussion

in Chapter 5 about driver and receiver circuits. By combining these two methods, the proposed method

enables the performance estimation of the signaling system composed by the driver, the transmission-

line and the receiver. The proposed method shows under what condition the differential signaling is

needed, Because the proposed method is an analytical method, the performance estimation can be

performed by a few basic parameters such as the supply voltage, the threshold voltage, the gate capac-

itance, the,attenuation of interconnects and so on. Therefore the proposed method is effective for the

performance estimation and the decision of the signaling strategy in the early stage of circuit design.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis discusses modeling and design methodology of on-chip high-performance interconnection.

As the LSI performance improves, on-chip long-distance signaling is becoming a bottleneck of the

whole chip perfbrmance. 'Ib breakthrough the interconnect bottleneck problem, several techniques are

developed such as differential signaling, wave pipeline, short pulse signaling and so on. Each technique

has advantages and disadvantages, thus LSI designers have to be careful which method should be used.

The proposed methodology provides trade-off analysis of on-chip signaling systems and contributes to

the early stage design and the decision of signaling strategy.

   Chapter 2 discusses parameter extraction of on-chip interconnects. The inductance of long-distance

and high-speed interconnects is not negligible. 'Ib extract accurate interconnect parameters, the current

distribution is a critical issue. In LSIs, there are huge number of interconnects and the current flow

depends on the frequency. In this chapter, a method is developed that screens the wires to be included

in return paths. The proposed method is based on the energy dissipation and can select necessary

and suMcient wires. This chapter also discusses the effect of orthogonal interconnects and silicon

substrate. The measurement results and the simulation by field-solvers show that the wide and dense

orthogonal wires such as powerlground rails may act as return paths. If the orthogonal interconnects

are ignored, the extracted inductance value has more than 40% error in maximum. Silicon substrate

is one of the didiculties in on-chip interconnect modeling. This research find that the powetiground

lines for standard cells, that is, narrow and dense wires, can intercept the coupling between the silicon

substrate and the interconnects in upper layers.

   Chapter 3 proposes a method to improve the modeling accuracy of the conventional frequency-

independent interconnect model. In the accurate simulation such as sign-off verification, interconnect

models which can handle the frequency-dependence of the characteristics. On the other hand, in the

early stage of circuit design, the conventional frequency-independent model is suitable because there

are many methods and techniques proposed so far. Therefore it is important to improve the modeling

accuracy of the frequency-independent model. The proposed method focuses the transfer characteris-

tics and decides at which frequency the characteristics should be extracted. Experimental results show

that the modeling error in the signal delay and the signal transition time is Iess than 10% using the

proposed method.

   In Chapter 4, an analytical performance estimation of on-chip interconnects is proposed. By the

piecewise-linear waveform model, the proposed method derives equations of eye-opening at the far-end
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of interconnects. The derived equations can provide trade-off curves among the interconnect length,

the operating frequency, the attenuation and the required eye-opening voltage. Comparison with the

circuit simulation, the accuracy of the proposed method is enough for rough performance estimation

or discussion about performance trend.

   Chapter 5 discusses the design of Qn-chip drivers and receivers. The drivers and the receivers are

classified into the conventional static CMOS inverters and the current-mode logic buffers. About the

static CMOS inverters, a driver sizing method to achieve signal transmission at the speed of electro-

magnetic wave is proposed. The proposed method decides the gate sizes considering the attenuation

by the loss of the transmission-line and shows that impedance-unmatched driver is an option in design

of on-chip transmission-line drivers. CML buffers are used for high-speed operation. This research

proposes a perfbrmance estimation method based on small signal analysis. The proposed method fo--

cuses the pole frequency of tapered CML buffers and uses the pole frequency as an indicator of the

maximum operating frequency. Experimental results show that the perfbrmance estimation matches

with the result of circuit simulation.

   Chapter 6 merges the methods of performance estimation proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 and dis-

cusses the performance estimation of the total signaling system. The design parameters of interconnect

and drivetireceiver circuits have mutual interdependencies. The proposed method reveals the rela-

tionship among the design parameters and provides trade-off analysis. The performance estimation

discussed in this thesis is based on an analytical approach and provides performance estimati-on from a

few parameters such as the interconnect length, the attenuation and the characteristic impedance of the

interconnect, transistor model and so on. Therefore the proposed method contributes to the early stage

of circuit design or performance prediction in the future fabrication process.

   This thesis mainly focuses on single--end and differential signaling with a pair 6f driver and re-

ceiver circuits. This is the most basic and frequently used building block for on-chip interconnection.

In some case, there may be a cascaded interconnection relayed by repeaters. Also, in the future signal-

ing scheme, coding or error correction techniques may be applied for enhancing the communication

performance of on-chip signaling. Future work includes the development of a design methodology

considering such advanced communication schemes.
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